DRAFT MINUTES
MHCC REGULATORY SUBCOMMITTEE MEETING

November 28, 2016
Teleconference
Call to Order
The Manufactured Housing Consensus Committee (MHCC) Regulatory Subcommittee meeting was held via teleconference on Monday, November 28, 2016 at 1:00 p.m. (Eastern DST). Chairman, Debra Blake, called the meeting to order at 1:05 p.m. Nay Shah, Administering Organization (AO) Home Innovation Research Labs, called the roll and announced that a quorum was present. See Appendix A for a list of meeting attendees.

DFO Danner said this meeting was published in the November 14, 2016 Federal Register, the purpose of the meeting is to allow the Regulatory Subcommittee to discuss comments regarding Action Item 8: Foundation Systems Requirements in Freezing Climates, and she turned the meeting over to Chairman Blake.

Approval of the Minutes

Motion to approve the minutes of the October 27, 2016 MHCC Regulatory Subcommittee meeting.
Maker: Alan Spencer Second: James Demitrus
The motion carried.

Action Item 8: Foundation Systems Requirements in Freezing Climates
Chairman Blake provided some background on the Action Item 8. During the October 2016 MHCC meeting in Washington, D.C., information was provided regarding foundation systems requirements in freezing climates that subcommittee members reviewed prior to this meeting:

- Presentation: HUD-Administered Manufactured Home Installation Program, Michael Henretty, SEBA Professional Services (Appendix B)
- Presentation: An Assessment of Design and Installation Practices for Manufactured Homes in Climates with Seasonally Frozen Ground, Jay Crandell, ARES Consulting (Appendix C)

Ms. Blake said it is HUD’s intention to issue an Interpretative Bulletin (IB) on this issue.

Alan Spencer asked, will the actual report be the IB or will some language from the report be included in the IB?

DFO Danner said the report will be the basis of the IB, however, HUD will put the information in IB format. HUD will take any comments from today’s meeting and include them in a draft IB prior to the MHCC meeting scheduled for December 12, 2016.

Chairman Blake asked the subcommittee members to provide their thoughts and/or concerns regarding the information presented by SEBA.

Alan Spencer said there is a significant change from 24 CFR Part 3285—the word “and” replaces “or” in reference to the use of ASCE 32-01—and asked subcommittee members to review page 2 of the report:
Per these requirements, each organization involved in the process of foundation design, approval, and installation has responsibilities that must be met. These responsibilities are described in more detail later in the report.

- For manufacturers, this includes ensuring designs comply fully with 24 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) 3285, Model Manufactured Home Installation Standards (HUD Code) and applicable provisions of SEI/ASCE 32-01 (ASCE 32). Installation instructions that rely exclusively on surface drainage must be terminated or immediately revised and all instructions should inform installers that prior to beginning the installation, a site-specific soil test is required to determine soil frost susceptibility.

Mr. Spencer said there is beneficial information included in ASCE 32-01 to provide guidance with foundation design, but the use of “and” causes certain restrictions and is a significant change from how foundations have been previously designed and can affect future designs. This could potentially restrict the use of new technology that has yet to be discovered. Mr. Spencer said he would like “or” reinstated.

Joseph Anderson asked why are we looking at this? Has there been consumer complaints or problems in the field?

Debra Blake said these are good questions, 3285 clearly states that professional engineers and architects are required to comply with acceptable engineering practices and she is unaware of any issues that would prompt a change in regulation.

DFO Danner said this is an interpretation of a regulation and there is not anything new. HUD will take into consideration any comments and concerns provided.

Michael Henretty said he agrees that 24 CFR Part 3285 is clear, however, many people are not following it in the field. During inspections in the field, SEBA found that the rules and requirements for foundation systems are not being followed. In addition, Mr. Henretty pointed out that newer homes have become heavier, more energy efficient, and do not leak as much heat as the homes in the past, therefore, there is more potential for foundation issues particularly in the northern climates. Once installers are educated on the proper way to prepare a foundation plan and have it approved by the manufacturer and DAPIA, they are willing to comply.

In response to a question by Alan Spencer, Michael Henretty provided some additional examples discovered in the field such as foundations simply being poured without any engineered plans, or a foundation plan that was drawn on a scrap of paper, or foundation plans that were engineered but were not approved by the manufacturer or its DAPIA. These are examples demonstrating the need for an IB to clarify how to follow the existing regulations.

Alan Spencer said if the issue is a lack of awareness of the foundation plan approval process, the IB should be focused on education. Mr. Henretty replied that education is the biggest issue, however, there are plans that are no longer considered acceptable. DFO Danner said once the installers are informed, they ask how to become compliant. Ms. Danner said SEBA’s report, based on Jay Crandell’s research, will be used as the basis for the IB and will provide the necessary education regarding compliance.

Ishbel Dickens suggested they were focused on the wrong issue—they should be focused on the soil. Ms. Dickens said she recently received an email from homeowners in Oregon stating that the ground is melting/shifting beneath their homes in the winter causing separations in their homes, cracks in hallways, and preventing windows from opening. Angelo Wallace agreed and said that was a key component to the problem—the required proper soil investigations are not being performed or included in the plan, and we see drawings that don’t mention frost susceptible soil. Another part of the problem is we have some people trying to use a foundation plan for a project in Phoenix and trying to use the same plan for a site in Denver without the
required soil sampling. With the IB, HUD is providing clarification on the requirement for soil testing due to differing climatic conditions, environments, and soil types.

Debra Blake asked, is the issue 1) the foundation plans not being designed/approved properly, or 2) the installers are not properly implementing the engineered plans in the field. Richard Mendlen said it is a multitude of problems. The IB will address many issues and affects designers, manufacturers, installers, and retailers to ensure that all the proper information is provided to have proper installations in the right types of soil using the appropriate preparation. All parties need to do their jobs properly.

Alan Spencer agreed there is a need to have proper plans that are designed properly for the environment of the installation site. He said he understands the need to remove, “that’s just the way we’ve always done it,” from the equation, but he cautioned that “approved” design examples in the IB could become the only designs used in the field. DFO Danner said it is HUD’s intention that the designs included in the IB are examples only.

A subcommittee member said the situation in Oregon is a good example of issues in the field. In 2004, there were homes sold where there was improper soil preparation:

- 132 units in the development
- 2 garages (placed on slabs) separated from the house
- 5 driveways that have settled and cracked

On April 1, 2010, Oregon enacted a manufactured dwelling installation specialty code where these issues would have been caught through the local or state installation program.

**Motion to recommend to HUD to use the SEBA report, Manufactured Home Foundations in Freezing Climates including appendices, as the basis for an Interpretative Bulletin.**

Maker: William Freeborne  
Second: James Demitrus  
Meeting Vote: 2-6-0 (the discussion of this failed motion follows).

Joseph Anderson said this seems to be an enforcement issue, if people are not doing what they are supposed to do. Alan Spencer agreed with Mr. Anderson and would like to see the IB refer to 24 CFR Part 3285 and clarify the process of getting a foundation plan submitted and approved that is based on the language in 24 CFR Part 3285, potentially using examples of what a foundation design could be. Mr. Anderson cautioned that the SEBA report is a large document and there are designs that may not work in certain areas. He said there is a lot of information in 24 CFR Part 3285 and he recommended not using the SEBA report as the basis for an IB.

DFO Danner said the IB would be a more simplified version of the SEBA report, however, SEBA has received numerous calls asking what installers, and others, need to do in order to comply with 24 CFR Part 3285.312. HUD cannot oversee every installation. Ms. Danner said it became apparent that we need to disperse uniform advice regarding 24 CFR Part 3285.312 compliance. Some examples include:

- VT – none of the installers knew how to comply with 24 CFR Part 3285.312;
- NH – a foundation plan was used that was designed for a southern climate;
- NE – a community that will need to reinstall many homes;
- NY – a community with noncompliant installations; and
- DAPIAs are also requesting guidance and clarification on what constitutes compliance for foundation systems in freezing climates.

Angelo Wallace reiterated that HUD is trying to clarify what is already in place. He said HUD and SEBA are receiving numerous calls on this subject.
William Freeborne noted that one of the first words in the SEBA report is “guidance” and to keep this in mind.

Alan Spencer agreed guidance is needed, there is confusion as to what is a compliant design, and he was not aware of how the process worked until he looked into it. Mr. Spencer said the question is, how do we respond to the industry to try to minimize confusion? A Guidance Letter is probably warranted to get everyone up to speed as to what actually is a compliant design. The SEBA report does provide guidance, but there is too much data. Providing examples and showing how it is supposed to work is great, but consistency and being brief would be beneficial. Mr. Spencer said he has reviewed several state programs and many states do not reference 32-01, they reference other building codes, and if HUD requires the use of 32-01 there will be state programs that will become noncompliant.

DFO Danner said HUD is also reviewing the state programs and the requirement is that a state meet or exceed the model installation standard.

Jeffrey Legault said he agrees with Alan Spencer that 24 CFR Part 3285 uses “or” not “and” in reference to 32-01. Mr. Legault said he was concerned that the only acceptable foundation design must comply with 32-01 in every aspect and it is important to allow designers the flexibility to meet specific site requirements in their designs.

James Demitrus said he thought this is an education issue. Mr. Demitrus said he has served on the Ohio Commission for more than nine years and it is difficult to change the culture of the installers, park owners, and retailers that have been doing this for years. What they are not considering is the changes in the industry such as home sizes, weight, and energy efficiency. When the people on the state level have to address all the problems that arise with installations, they will look for all the guidance they can get.

Jay Crandell said he has been involved with this issue and provided the technical research used to support the recommendations included in the SEBA report. Mr. Crandell said the issue of using “and” or “or” is a little off track. The main issue is the HUD Code has a clause allowing “acceptable engineering practice” but it is not defined. The reference standard ASCE 32 also allows “acceptable engineering practice” but it also defines it by establishing a baseline that can be measured against for equivalence. The engineering and regulatory community worked to develop a minimum consensus standard that represents “acceptable engineering practice”.

A subcommittee member said the use of “and” or “or” is specific to the term “acceptable engineering practice” and not 32-01 in its entirety. He suggested that the MHCC should consider defining “acceptable engineering practice” in the HUD Code.

Jay Crandell said there will always be a need for the interpretation of “acceptable engineering practice” whether it is in litigation, sitting on a committee, or using the HUD Code. Mr. Crandell said to his knowledge, ASCE 32 is the only standard that provides a definition. He said 32-01 provides performance clauses as well as prescriptive solutions—if you use 32-01, you can pick out a slab design prescriptively, or you can follow the “acceptable engineering practice” that allows for more flexibility, but you must meet certain defined minimum principles and practices. He said that is what is missing from the HUD Code.

Mark Weiss, MHARR, agreed with Alan Spencer and said this seems to be more of an enforcement issue rather than an interpretation issue. Mr. Weiss said Mr. Crandell is saying that there is no “or” — “acceptable engineering practice” is ASCE 32-01 and that is not how HUD Code is currently written. Mr. Weiss noted in his October 20, 2016 letter to HUD (Appendix E) that the use of “and” is creating a mandatory functional equivalence between “acceptable engineering practice” and the requirements of ASCE 32-01. This would remove any discretion from an engineer or an architect when designing a plan for a specific site and this will increase costs substantially.
Mr. Weiss said this would be a fundamental change to HUD Code, not just an interpretation. He said this creates a situation where HUD can force states with approved installation programs to change their standards.

Amy Bliss, Wisconsin Housing Alliance (the trade association for manufactured homes in Wisconsin), said Wisconsin has a program that has been in place since 2007 that was modeled on the regulations that were available at the time. Ms. Bliss said their program includes an engineered slab design and an engineered frost-free design that the engineer still stands by; however, according to their SAA it seems these designs are still not considered acceptable. Ms. Bliss said they have never had a complaint and she felt the program is under attack and that this is a waste of taxpayer dollars because there is no problem.

George Porter, Manufactured Housing Resources, said he started the whole frost-free foundation issue. Mr. Porter provided the process that was followed:

- an observation was made
- a white paper was created
- the white paper indicated an engineering review was required
- an engineering review was performed by Hayman Engineering (who provided comment)
- a drawing was produced with an engineer’s seal on it

Mr. Porter said this entire process is required by HUD. He said he has one engineer (Hayman) who said this works and another engineer (Jay Crandell) who said this doesn’t work. Mr. Porter expressed his frustration and said he was at a loss to understand how they got it wrong and would like to know how to proceed from here.

Richard Mendlen said the design Mr. Porter referred to has been abused because it was designed for use in non-frost susceptible soil conditions with a water table 2 ft. below the frost depth and the design includes a note that these are the only conditions to which it should be used.

Mark Weiss said George Porter raised a good point and what constitutes “acceptable engineering practice” is what a registered professional engineer or architect is willing to put their name on and is subject to potential liability if they are incorrect and that liability is determined on a case-by-case basis. Mr. Weiss said that a substantive change is being made in requiring ASCE 32-01 and this is not an interpretation.

Lois Starkey, MHI, said maybe there should be more professional engineers weighing in on this issue. She said she agreed that an IB on HUD Code’s current regulations would be beneficial, but she was concerned that the IB will go beyond what is in current regulations. She said MHCC should review ASCE 32-01 before it determines that 32-01 is the only standard that defines what “acceptable engineering practice” is.

DFO Danner said this process is intended to allow for all industry stakeholders, including engineers, to offer their opinions on what they consider “acceptable engineering practice” regarding foundations for freezing climates. Once HUD goes through the process with the MHCC, then HUD will publish a proposed IB which would then allow the public, including professional engineers, to submit their comments.

William Freeborne informed Lois Starkey that he is a professional engineer, Jay Crandell is a professional engineer and he did not think that more professional engineers would be required to review the issue prior to the publication of the proposed IB. Mr. Freeborne said he had previously worked with Jay Crandell on this issue.

Amy Bliss asked if Jay Crandell was employed by SEBA and whether or not Jay Crandell and/or SEBA would stand to gain from the acceptance of this report. DFO Danner said SEBA is on a fixed price contract and Jay Crandell was hired as a consultant for the SEBA report only.
Mark Weiss said it would be beneficial to review the actual IB for the subcommittee to consider rather than talking about general principles prior to review because most of the substantive comments happen at the subcommittee level.

Lois Starkey addressed the subcommittee and said the SEBA report, including the examples, contain some recommendations, requirements, and provides examples of systems, that have been in use for many years, that HUD says do not meet regulations. Ms. Starkey said the only “acceptable engineering practice” HUD will allow is referenced in 32-01.

Ishbel Dickens agreed with Mark Weiss and said this information is too unwieldy to digest until the committee reviews the actual IB.

DFO Danner said it was HUD’s intention to get comments from the subcommittee and include/address them in a draft IB to be provided to the MHCC prior to the December 12th teleconference meeting.

Debra Blake said she could not support the standing motion. Ms. Blake said if the goal of the IB is to provide guidance to installers to have appropriate plans to set homes in freezing climates because they are not doing it right, the installers will not read it. Ms. Blake said the installers will not read this depth of information, understand it, and apply it. She said without the benefit of reviewing a brief IB that HUD is planning to prepare, she cannot support the motion as stated. The SEBA report appears to limit the flexibility of engineers and architects and without knowing what HUD will extract from the report, she could not support it.

Anthony Widowski, Wisconsin Housing Alliance, said as an installer, he is concerned that code officials would rely on this verbiage and it is not only confusing, but it does appear to discredit some of the engineering that has already been established.

George Walker, Minute Man Acres, asked if there has been a cost analysis to see how this will affect the installation of a home? Michael Henretty said a cost analysis has not been done because there is no change to the regulation.

Nancy Geer said she agreed with Alan Spencer that the SEBA report, with its reference to ASCE 32-01, provides examples of how to meet the standard, but you do not want to limit ingenuity and new designs that are being developed that can more cost effectively meet the standard. Ms. Geer said there is a threat that state and local officials will only see ASCE 32-01 as the standard to meet.

Since the proposed motion failed following the discussion, the subcommittee crafted a new motion:

Motion to have HUD draft an Interpretive Bulletin before the December 12th MHCC teleconference taking into consideration the comments from the November 28th MHCC Regulatory Subcommittee teleconference.

Maker: Ishbel Dickens Second: James Demitrus

Meeting Vote: 8-0-0 (Passed).

The MHCC Regulatory Subcommittee adjourned at 2:46 p.m.
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APPENDIX B:
HUD-Administered Manufactured Home Installation Program

By Michael S. Henretty, SEBA Professional Services
Basic Program Requirements

- All installations of new manufactured homes are supervised by a HUD Licensed Installer in accordance with 24 CFR 3286.205.
- All new manufactured homes are installed in accordance with the manufacturer’s installation instruction manual. All manuals should be based on 24 CFR 3285.
- 100% inspection requirement of new manufactured homes by a qualified inspector per 24 CFR 3286.511 in all HUD-Administered states.
- Reporting requirements for installers (HUD 309).
- Reporting requirements for retailers (HUD 305, 306 and Consumer Disclosure).

Program Accomplishments

- Approved Training Programs: 4
- Individuals Trained: 470
- HUD Licensed Installers: 296
- Contact Database: 2,493
- Kick-off Attendees: 256
- Monthly Conference Call Attendees: 490

Program Monitoring and Compliance

Moving forward, HUD will focus on program monitoring and compliance. This will be achieved through:

- Installation monitoring inspections
- Review of manufactured home shipment reports
- Permits submitted from local authorities
- Reconciliation of program reporting (HUD 305, 306, 309)
- Program communications and notification from industry members

Completed Installation Monitoring Inspections

- Nebraska – May 2016
- Maryland – August 2016
- South Dakota – September 2016
- New Jersey – September 2016
- Vermont – October 2016
- Massachusetts – Upcoming, November 2016
- Connecticut – Upcoming, November 2016

Monitoring Inspection Discoveries

- Home site issues (grading, organic material under home).
- Foundation issues (piers, footings).
- Lack of reporting (HUD 305, 306 and 309 Forms).
- Lack of required Consumer Disclosure.
- Good installations, proper licensing and inspection.
- Engaged industry, willingness to participate and improve.
Noncompliance and Enforcement

- Discovered installation defects require action plans and correction.
- Failure to comply with mandated installation updates can result in suspension and/or revocation of HUD Installer License and civil and criminal penalties pursuant to 24 CFR part §3282.10.

Alternative Foundation Review

Foundation Systems: Purpose

Some foundation systems do not fully meet the requirements of SEI/ASCE 32-01. A review of Frost Free Foundation Systems (FFF) and Frost Protected Foundation Systems (FPFS) was conducted to ensure:

- Regulatory adherence to 24 CFR 3285.312(b).
- Proper use and interpretation of SEI/ASCE 32-01 with regards to foundations in freezing climates.

HUD has also found a wide-spread dedication to proper installation practices.

Requirements for Foundations in Freezing Climates

Under HUD Installation Standards in 24 CFR 3285.312, foundations in freezing climates must either be installed:

- With conventional footings below the frost line depth; or
- As a monolithic slab system in accordance with accepted engineering practice or in accordance with SEI/ASCE 32-01, 2001; or
- As an insulated foundation system to prevent the effects of frost heave or in accordance with SEI/ASCE 32-01, 2001.
Review Findings

• A lack of clarity of technical requirements.
• Missing or vague criteria for identification and measurement of soil frost susceptibility.
• Missing or vague guidance for determining soil moisture, sub-surface drainage conditions, and water table depth.
• Missing guidance to direct appropriate site specific adjustments of important installation details.
• Confused roles and responsibilities.

Determination

A need exists to clarify requirements and provide guidance for proper and compliant applications of FFF designs as an alternative to a conventional (frost depth) footing or a conventional FPSF design using insulation to protect against ground freezing per the ASCE 32 standard.

Recommendations for Manufacturers

• Manufacturers Installation Instructions (MII) for FFF designs need to:
  • Identify what steps need to be taken to confirm that the site is non-frost-susceptible.
  • Have at least one example of an acceptable foundation system for frost and non-frost susceptible soil conditions for use in freezing climate locations.
  • Have available an updated copy of their MII in electronic format as part of the sale process.

Recommendations for Retailers & Park Owners

• Provide required Consumer Disclosure.
• Provide an electronic copy of the MII and foundation details at the time of the sale.
• In HUD states, notify HUD of the certification and location of each home installation (HUD 305 & 306 form).
• Ensure that each installation is inspected by an independent third party and the inspection verified (HUD 309 form).
Recommendations for Designers & DAPIAs

- Designs that rely exclusively on surface drainage as a means of foundation frost-protection are not acceptable. These should be recalled and revised or disapproved.
- Designs that do not specify appropriate means of assessing the frost-susceptibility of soils and their sub-surface drainage characteristics on a site-specific basis need to be disapproved.
- Designs that assign design responsibilities to local regulatory authorities are not acceptable.

Recommendations for Installers

- Manufactured homes must not be installed using FFF installation plans that rely exclusively on surface drainage as a means of frost protection.
- Verify that appropriate soil testing and site assessment for use of a FFF design has been completed prior to initiating an installation.
- Prior to installation of an engineered system, that is not included in the MII, installers need to verify that the installation plan is stamped by an engineer of record as well as approved by the manufacturer and its DAPIA.

Recommendations for Local Officials & Inspectors

- Reject installation plans that require them to execute a design responsibility.
- Freezing-climate installation plans that rely exclusively on surface drainage as a means of frost protection should not be approved.
- Require evidence when a site is claimed to have non-frost-susceptible soils or soils that are “well-drained”.
- Ensure that that the approved installation plans and MII are on site and available during inspections.
Contact Information

All participants can submit questions or information to SEBA through any of the following channels:

- Email: hudinfo@sebapro.com
- Website: www.manufacturedhousinginstallation.com
- Phone: 202-552-7356
- Fax: 202-379-3340
- Address: Office of Manufactured Housing Installation Programs
  C/O SEBA Professional Services, LLC
  1325 G Street, NW Suite 500
  Washington, DC 20005
APPENDIX C:
An Assessment of Design and Installation Practices for Manufactured Homes in Climates with Seasonally Frozen Ground

By Jay H. Crandell, P.E.
An Assessment of Design and Installation Practices for Manufactured Homes in Climates with Seasonally Frozen Ground

Presentation to MHCC
October 26, 2016
Jay H. Crandell, P.E.

Introduction

• Welcome
• Qualifications
• Purpose
  – Assess foundation design and installation practices for cold climates (seasonally frozen ground)
  – Prepare an engineering research report for SEBA and HUD
  – TODAY: Review findings and recommendations

Outline

• Background info
• Define important terms and requirements
• Assessment of representative designs (examples)
• Other Considerations
• Conclusions
• Recommendations (solutions)

Background

• For the purpose of this presentation:
  – Frost Free Footings (FFF) are designs that rely on Section 4.2 of ASCE 32-01 standard
    • Relies on use of well-drained, non-frost susceptible soil or fill to prevent frost heave
  – Frost-Protected Shallow Foundations (FPSF) are designs that rely on all other parts of ASCE 32-01
    • Relies on use of insulation to prevent ground freezing and frost heave
• Either approach properly executed can be considered as conforming to the HUD Code (24 CFR Ch. XX, 2385.312)
• The BIG Question: Are current designs and installation practices conforming or at least equivalent?
In theory, frost protection can be provided by removing any one of the following three conditions necessary for frost heave:
- Moist ground or a moisture source below the frost-front in ground
- Freezing temperatures in the ground
- Frost-susceptible soil or fill material

“In theory there is no difference between theory and practice. In practice there is.” — Yogi Berra

There are differences in the reliability achieved in practice depending on the approach chosen based on the theory of what can be done.
- How the theory is put into practice is important.

Key requirements in ASCE 32-01, Section 4.2 for FFF designs:
- Footings must be “placed on a layer of well-drained undisturbed ground or fill material”, AND
- The ground or fill material “is not susceptible to frost”, AND
- The non-frost-susceptible ground or fill layer must extend to the “design frost depth”

To understand these requirements certain terms must be properly understood…

What does “well-drained” mean?
What does “not susceptible to frost” mean?
What does “design frost depth” mean?
- How do you execute these terms/requirements in a practical and enforceable manner?

Not explicitly defined in ASCE 32-01
- Must rely on engineering standard of care and accepted practice
- Generally this involves BOTH surface drainage and sub-surface drainage or moisture conditions of the site and soil profile.
- Meaning may vary based on the application or context: buildings, agriculture, roads, etc.
Well-Drained (cont’d)

  – “…it is imperative to provide the best drainage possible. In more moderate regions where frost does not penetrate as deeply, this may include careful installation of underdrains…Barriers to restrict capillary moisture flow…so that moisture cannot “wick” to the freezing front…”
• At a minimum, the level of the water table must be considered together with surface drainage.
• Even a water table located moderately below the design frost depth can supply moisture to the freezing front which is the mechanism of ice-lense development in frost-susceptible soils.

Non-Frost Susceptible

• Varying degrees of sophistication in methods to assess frost-susceptibility of soils (Chamberlain, 1981)
• Most common methods rely on grain size distribution
• Simplest of these is a particle size limit (e.g., % of soil mass less than a certain particle size)
• ASCE 32-01:
  – “Undisturbed granular soils or fill material with less than 6% of mass passing a #200 (0.074mm) mesh sieve in accordance with ASTM D442.”
  – Considered appropriate for general building foundation applications to prevent unacceptable frost-heave risk.

Non-Frost Susceptible (cont’d)

• Who makes this determination?
• ASCE 32-01:
  – “Classification of frost susceptibility of soil shall be determined by a soils or geotechnical engineer, unless otherwise approved.”
  – While alternatives are permitted, there is still a requirement for evidence that a given soil or fill material on a given site is not susceptible to frost heave.
  – A qualified soils engineer may determine that use of a different scientific/test method to assess soil frost susceptibility may be more favorable (and at least equivalent).
  – More on this later in assessment of actual example designs.

Design Frost Depth

• Design frost depth refers to the expected depth of frost penetration into the ground for a given severity of winter and ground conditions (e.g., soil type, moisture condition, and ground cover or lack thereof).
• Generally, established by local jurisdiction in ad-hoc fashion.
• Can be somewhat inconsistent with variation in risk, but also tend to follow the right trend.
• To assess this trend and provide a more risk-consistent basis of frost depth, this has been studied and compared to risk-consistent modeling by NOAA Northeast Climate Data Center for HUD (HUD, 2001).
Design Frost Depth (cont’d)

Review of Existing FFF Designs & Data

- 4 representative examples of actual designs & installation instructions reviewed for FFF
- FPSF designs (insulated foundations) also reviewed, but found to have far fewer conformity concerns (though not absent)

Example #1: FFF Design (footings on crushed stone pad on subgrade)

Example #1 (cont’d)

- A reasonable representation of the FFF technical requirements:
  - Appropriately defines non-frost-susceptible (NFS) material
  - Appropriately requires NFS material to be well-drained and to extend below the design frost depth
- But, “DESIGN NOTES” have confused roles and responsibilities:
  - Places a design burden on local authorities for determining NFS for each site/application.
  - At the same time, it requires engineering verification
  - See report for copy of DESIGN NOTES
- Recommendation:
  - Roles should be reversed and clarified
  - Engineering should perform the site assessment and determination of NFS
  - Local authorities should perform verification of design and installation
Example #2: FFF Design (footings directly on subgrade)

- This is a very different execution of the FFF concept as compared to Example #1
- Appears to be based on SBRA/Hayman (2010) report
  - Relies exclusively on assumption that “the soil beneath the manufactured home stays dry thereby preventing frost heave.”
  - Claims that “Soil type is not relevant using the Frost Free Foundation design. Soil test are not necessary.”
- For reasons that follow, this approach and these assumptions which appear to be the basis of justification for Example #2 do not conform with the intent and requirements of the HUD Code or the ASCE 32-01 standard.

Example #2 (cont’d)

- Assessment of SBRA/Hayman (2010) report:
  - Also, claims soil tests are “potentially expensive and time consuming process”
    - No evidence provided to support the claim
    - Lab tests are not necessarily expensive and can have quick turn-around
  - Quotes Unified Facilities Criteria for roadway design to justify that a manufactured housing foundation creates the necessary “special condition” to avoid use of well-drained, non-frost-susceptible soils.
  - But, the full quote of the UFC document says otherwise:
    - “d. Special Conditions…[A different classification of frost susceptibility is permissible] if complete justification for the variation is presented.”
    - A NFS determination and classification of soil is still required and it must involve justification/data to support it on a case-by-case basis.

Example #2 (cont’d)

- The quote from UFC continues:
  - “Such justification may take into account special conditions of subgrade moisture or soil uniformity, in addition to soil gradation and plasticity, and should include data on performance of existing pavements near those proposed to be constructed.”
  - Clearly this requires testing and data collection at the site by a qualified person.
  - It also specifies the type of data that must be collected and considered.
  - In addition to this data (not in replacement of) local experience may be considered.
- Example #2 and the SBRA/Hayman (2010 report) do not meet these expectations for accepted practice even though it claims:
  - “superior under home water control capabilities”
Example #2 (cont’d)

• The SBRA/Hayman (2010) report also references various sources of anecdotal experience without:
  – Disclosing and analyzing the important variables that would affect experience.
    • What was the variation in soil type and particle size distribution represented by the sources of experience?
    • What were the winter air-freezing indices during the time period of experience?
    • What depth of footings was represented by the experience?
    • Etc.
  – This can create a number of problems related to justification and scientific method (repeatable, relevant, and verifiable data).

Example #2 (cont’d)

• A specific example for the SBRA/Hayman (2010) report:
  – One anecdotal source of experience of “no problems” was associated with a specific period of time: 1994-2004
  – However, this 11 year period is marked with below average winter freezing conditions (less severe than normal) for 8 of the 11 years. Furthermore, the 3 years that were above average in a national sense were only marginally above – certainly not representative of design conditions.
  – In another case, the experience was associated with a location where 24” deep footings were required (with 12” permitted within enclosed portions).
    – Thus, this successful performance experience does not appear even relevant to the FFF design of example #2
    – Instead, it is a confirmation of use of reasonable design frost depths for conventional footings placed at frost depth.
    – More on this topic later as justification for more efficient design frost depths for conventional footings at frost depth (or placement of NFS material to frost depth).

Example #2 (cont’d)

• The SBRA/Hayman (2010) report does mention that:
  – “the possibility of ground water level overlapping the frost depth does need to be addressed…If the ground water depth is determined to be above the local frost depth, the Frost Free Foundation design cannot be used.”
• While recognizing the need to assess the water table depth, this overlooks the need to also provide non-frost-susceptible soil or compacted fill to the design frost depth.
• It also confuses roles and responsibilities by assigning the responsibility of doing site engineering/assessment work, including water table assessment, to “the local authority having jurisdiction”.
• Also, merely making sure the water table depth is at frost depth is not sufficient where there are frost-susceptible soils because water below the frost depth is “wicked” to the frost front to support ice-lens growth which is the primary process of severe frost heave.

Example #2 (cont’d)

• Recommendations:
  – Meet technical requirements as better executed in FFF Example #1:
    • Determination of frost-susceptibility by testing site soils or fill materials to frost depth
    • Determination of water-table level to a level at least 2 feet below design frost depth
    • Specify under-drainage where below grade and surface water conditions warrant it
    • These are minimum requirements needed for conformity
  – Address proper assignment of roles and responsibilities (same concern as found in Example #1).
Example #3 FFF Design (floating slab)

- Certified by engineer and DAPIA-approved in one state, but is included in installation instructions used in another state.
- General NOTES on install instructions indicate use on sites with “well drained soil with an average moisture content of less than 25% to frost depth”.
- Is this an average over depth or over site? Vague. If a soil is saturated in one place, but drier in the other the average may “pass” but the site will potentially experience the worst-case of differential heave or thaw weakening.
- More important, is MC to be measured by mass or volumetric?
  - 25% (vol. MC) may be near saturation
  - 25% (mass MC) is usually at saturation
- BOTH are very frost susceptible conditions (criteria is inadequate)

Example #4: FFF Design (Monolithic Slab)

- Similar to Example #3
- Similar problems to Examples #2 and #3 with confused, vague, or incomplete requirements.
- See report for details

Other Considerations

- Skirting
  - Frost protection must be considered to prevent potential jacking
  - Some designs have used insulation for this purpose, but not placed in conformance with ASCE 32-01 (e.g., see Fig. 3.38 and others in “Guide to Foundation and Support Systems for Manufactured Homes” prepared by SBRA for HUD)
  - Unvented crawlspace design must be used (or vents must be automatically closed in winter).
- Proprietary Foundation Systems
  - Generally rely on same means of frost protection as masonry piers
  - Findings and recommendations of this report are applicable.


**Other Considerations (cont’d)**

- Local/State Regulations
  - Example: New Hampshire, installation standards (Section 603.08)
    - (b) Every pier shall be supported by a footing of the following type:
      - (1) A pad which shall be a monolithic concrete slab...and comply with the following:
        - a. Fill shall extend a minimum of 3 inches up the side of the slab;
        - b. Top soil and all organic soils shall be removed under the slab area;
        - c. A minimum of 12 to 14 inches of sand or gravel compacted; and
        - d. Shall be at minimum as set forth in Figure 600-3; or
    - (2) Below frost footing, which shall be designed by a New Hampshire licensed professional engineer.
      - (b)(1) = FFF and (b)(2) = conventional footing at frost depth
      - FFF can be built with no consideration of soil frost-susceptibility or drainage condition and requires no engineering
      - Oddly, use of a traditional conventional “below frost footing” requires the design of a licensed professional engineer
      - The state regulation is incomplete and totally misguided regarding when engineering should be required.
      - How are other states addressing this? Review of state regs is advisable.

**Conclusions**

- Except as found in Example #1, there is a consistent lack of enforceable or clearly actionable criteria related to important design factors affecting consistency, suitability and conformity of FFF designs.
- Commonly confused roles and responsibilities (e.g., regulators assigned design responsibilities, etc.).
- Installation details for FFF designs often lack criteria for assessing the frost-susceptibility of soils.
- Requirements for assessing site moisture conditions lacking or unenforceable; “well drained” needs clarity
- Other considerations (protection of skirting, applicability to proprietary systems, appropriate local/state regulations)

**Practice Recommendations (Solutions)**

- See full report by SEBA to HUD
- **OPTION #1** – Conventional footings to frost depth
  - Always appropriate where FFF designs or FPSF design prove unsuitable
  - Provides a checklist and a very simple means to determine more risk-consistent (and often more economical) footing depths (see next slides)
- **OPTION #2** – FFF Foundations
  - Provides checklist with guidance addressing all of the issues found in the assessment of current practice (conformity with HUD Code and ASCE 32-01)
  - Guidance for assessment of “frost susceptible” and “well drained”
- **OPTION #3** – FPSF Foundations
  - Provides checklist for conformity with HUD Code and ASCE 32-01
  - Focuses on proper specification and placement of insulation to prevent frost heave.

**Risk-consistent and more cost-effective design frost depths**

- Generally defined by local jurisdictions, but there is a better way
- Can be used to determine depth of footings or non-frost susceptible fill
- **STEP 1**: Determine local Air-Freezing Index (AFI)
  - AFI is directly related to frost penetration into ground
  - See Map that follows
- **STEP 2**: Determine Design Frost Depth Based on AFI
  - See Table that follows
- **STEP 3**: Adjust Design Frost Depth
  - If footing located under building in enclosed foundation area, then design frost depth can be halved
  - See footnote to Table that follows
AFI Maps for U.S.

Design Frost Depths vs. AFI

**TABLE 1. DESIGN FROST DEPTH FOR FOOTINGS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AIR-FREEZING INDEX (in feet)</th>
<th>MINIMUM DEPTH (inches)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>250</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>750</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1500</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2500</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3000</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4000</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5000</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a. These design frost depths are intended to be used for protection of building foundations against frost heave and are not applicable to site or street utilities or other non-building applications.

b. These design frost depths for footings shall be permitted to be halved for footings interior to the building perimeter and located within an enclosed space. Where skirting is used to enclose the space, the skirting shall be insulated to a minimum R-5 (1000 to 2500 AFI) or R-10 (>2500 AFI) and vents shall be capable of automatically closing at outdoor temperatures below 40 deg F (which necessitates use of a ground vapor barrier).
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The primary purpose of this report is to provide guidance on the installation of “frost-protected shallow foundations” (FPSF) and “frost-free foundations” (FFF) for new manufactured homes in frost-susceptible climates. There are important issues with current frost-protected foundation designs that must be considered and addressed when installing a new manufactured home within any state where soil is susceptible to frost heave. The detailed findings on reviewed designs are provided in the Engineering Assessment Report located in Appendix A.

The primary requirements for consideration in any frost-protected foundation, include:

- clarity of technical requirements,
- definite criteria for determining soil frost susceptibility and soil moisture sub-surface drainage conditions, and
- guidance on water table depth to determine if the site is suitably well drained.

Additionally, it is necessary to provide guidance on appropriate site-specific adjustments of details such as depth of non-frost-susceptible soil, fill layers and the layout of sub-surface drainage. Clarification and accuracy of roles during the site testing and installation process also plays an important part in ensuring that frost-protected foundation designs are acceptable. Most reviewed designs failed one or more of these requirements.

Per these requirements, each organization involved in the process of foundation design, approval, and installation has responsibilities that must be met. These responsibilities are described in more detail later in the report.

- For manufacturers, this includes ensuring designs comply fully with 24 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) 3285, Model Manufactured Home Installation Standards (HUD Code) and applicable provisions of SEI/ASCE 32-01 (ASCE 32). Installation instructions that rely exclusively on surface drainage must be terminated or immediately revised and all instructions should inform installers that prior to beginning the installation, a site-specific soil test is required to determine soil frost susceptibility.

- Retailers must provide consumers with a copy of the consumer disclosure and verify that the installations are performed only by licensed installers. Additionally, retailers must notify HUD of any new manufactured home sales within or into a HUD-administered state.

- Design professionals and Design Approval Primary Inspection Agencies (DAPIAs) must comply with all aspects of the HUD Code as provided in 24 CFR 3285 as well as the ACSE 32 standard. Designs that rely on surface drainage exclusively or do not specify the means of assessing frost susceptibility of soils and their sub-surface drainage characteristics must be disapproved. Additionally, design and installation responsibilities may not be delegated to local regulatory authorities.
Installers, if installing a new home on a site that has conditions not covered in the manufacturer’s installation instructions or the engineered foundation plan, should bring the site conditions to the engineer of record or any licensed architect or engineer. Once the plan is updated to address site conditions and sealed, it should be sent to the manufacturer and its DAPIA for approval as well as the Local Authority Having Jurisdiction (LAHJ). Installers should not use any design that has them take on the responsibility of assessing frost susceptibility and subsurface drainage conditions without proper soil analysis.

Regulatory officials and inspectors should categorically reject installation plans that require them to take on any aspect of design responsibility. If a site is claimed to have soil that is not frost susceptible or soil that is well-drained, evidence must be provided. Installation plans should be available on-site during inspections. If these plans are not available, the home cannot pass inspection. In areas where no set local frost depth is determined, the depths corresponding with the Air Freezing Index (Figure 1) should be used. Installation rules in both states and local municipalities should be compared to the ASCE 32 standard and HUD Code to ensure conformity.

INTRODUCTION

Engineered Foundations Designs (EFD) including frost-protected shallow foundations (FPSF) and “frost-free foundation” (FFF) variant as implemented for some manufactured housing installations, have great appeal and potential in freezing climates as a cost-effective means of installing manufactured homes on seasonally-frozen ground. Understandably, their use has been promoted and increased in recent years as a means for reducing manufactured housing installation costs when compared to using conventional or proprietary foundation support systems in freezing climates. However, some key factors important to their long-term and consistent success require special considerations that are often neglected, particularly for FFF designs and installations. These factors include appropriately engineered installation details, site investigation practices, and verification procedures to ensure that important design conditions are actually being achieved in practice.

PURPOSE

Given the concern described above, this report was developed for the purpose of clarifying requirements and providing practical guidance for the manufactured housing industry when designing or setting foundations for a manufactured home in locations with freezing climates with seasonal ground freezing. This guidance is intended for first-time installations, not replacement installs when current foundations exist on site.

FINDINGS

In support of this report’s purpose, a selection of representative FFF designs in current use were reviewed for consistency with the HUD code, the SEI/ASCE 32-01 (ASCE 32) standard titled Design and
Construction of Frost Protected Shallow Foundations, and generally accepted engineering practice. These reviews and additional technical information (including terminology and technical references) are included in an engineering assessment report located in Appendix A. Thus, Appendix A provides the technical basis for the guidance and recommendations included herein. FPSF designs were also reviewed, however, fewer issues were identified than were found with the FFF variants.

A summary of key findings from the engineering assessment in Appendix A is as follows:

- One reviewed FFF design demonstrated an appropriate application of the HUD code and ASCE 32 standard’s technical requirements for frost protection of foundations. Thus, it is possible to develop a compliant FFF design.
- All other reviewed FFF designs contained a number of flaws or non-conformances, including:
  - A lack of clarity of technical requirements in manufacturer installation instructions, details, and notes
  - Missing or vague criteria for identification and measurement of soil frost susceptibility
  - Missing or vague guidance for determining soil moisture, sub-surface drainage conditions, and water table depth in relation to determining if the site is “well drained” and suitable for an FFF installation.
  - Missing guidance to direct appropriate site specific adjustments of important installation details (e.g., depth of non-frost-susceptible soil or fill layers and lay-out of sub-surface drainage when required).
- All of the FFF installation designs reviewed showed a pattern of confused roles and responsibilities, often assigning design decisions and site engineering evaluations to local regulatory officials who are typically neither qualified nor trained in foundation engineering or soil mechanics and engineering. Furthermore, they are not charged for such responsibilities because it may pose a conflict of interest (i.e., enforcers making design and construction decisions or judgments on matters they will be enforcing) and a potential conflict with state engineering practice laws (i.e., conducting engineering or design activities for which they are not licensed). Consequently, this practice can lead to an incorrect selection of the proper foundation and drainage system for the site.

Consequently, most of the reviewed FFF designs were found to be not in conformance with the HUD Code and the ASCE 32 reference standard for frost-protection of shallow foundations. In addition, one state’s installation rules were reviewed and provisions related to FFF design and installations were found to be similarly non-compliant. Thus, a need exists to clarify requirements and provide guidance for proper and compliant applications of FFF designs as an alternative to a conventional (frost depth) footing or a conventional FPSF design using insulation to protect against ground freezing per the ASCE 32 standard.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Recommendations to resolve the problems with FFF designs all relate to technical and procedural conformance issues identified in the previous section. These issues necessarily involve designers, DAPIAs, manufacturers, installers, and regulatory authorities. The most important factor in reducing problems is a properly designed installation instruction giving appropriate direction and details for
installers to implement and regulatory officials to verify and inspect. Because this over-arching concern is applicable to all methods of installation related to foundation frost-protection, specific recommendations and guidance for various design and installation options are provided in the next section.

**Recommendations for Manufacturers**

Manufacturers should require that design professionals who submit plans to them for approval, as required by 24 CFR Part 3285.2 (c) (1) (ii), develop foundation frost-protection installation methods that comply with applicable provisions of the HUD Code and ASCE 32. To ensure consistent and effective conformance, options with detailed guidance for compliant designs are provided in the next section and should be followed. These directions should also be incorporated into their Manufacturer Installation Instruction manual as required by 24 CFR Part 3285.2 (c)(2).

- Current FFF installation instructions that rely exclusively on surface drainage as a means of foundation frost-protection should be terminated or immediately revised in accordance with the previous recommendation.

- Manufacturer installation instructions for FFF designs need to indicate that, prior to commencement of installation, a site-specific soil test is required in order to determine if the site soil is non-frost-susceptible and that the soil is “well-drained” with a water table depth consistently and sufficiently below the frost line. Specific requirements are presented in the installation practices section of this paper.

- Manufacturer installation instructions should indicate that a ground water assessment needs to be done prior to commencement of installation. If there appears to be a situation where the ground water is within 2 feet of the bottom of the foundation then an engineered design must be used.

- Manufacturer’s installation instructions need to identify what steps need to be taken to confirm that the site is non-frost-susceptible. If a soil test is not done to prove that the soil is non-frost susceptible, then the site must be assumed to be frost susceptible and must be developed accordingly, as such tests must be done prior to commencement of installation.

To facilitate installations in locations subject to freezing, manufacturer instructions should have at least one example of an acceptable foundation system for frost and non-frost susceptible soil conditions for use in freezing climate locations. These designs must have a design professional’s seal, and if not previously part of the manufacturer’s instructions, be approved by the manufacturer and its Design Approval Primary Inspection Agency (DAPIA). These plans can be a supplement to the manual and should also be available as an electronic PDF.

It is recommended that manufacturers make an updated copy of their manufactures installation instructions with the supplements available in electronic format as part of the sale process. This will
greatly decrease mistakes made in installing the foundations before the owners and installers have a copy of the manufactures instruction manual.

**Retailers-and Park Owners**

Retailers and park owners operating as retailers must provide buyers with a copy of the required consumer disclosure which indicates that new manufactured homes must be installed by licensed installers and must verify and employ only installers that have the proper licenses and training to install manufactured homes within the state of each home’s installation.

It is also recommended that an electronic copy of the manufacturer’s instruction manual and foundation details be available at the time of the sale to purchasers to evaluate any foundation options before the home is delivered and before installation begins.

In HUD Administered Installation States, retailers and park owners acting as retailers must notify HUD of the certification and location of each home installation (HUD 306 form) and each installation must be inspected by a qualified inspector (see 24 CFR § 3286.511(a)) and the acceptability of the inspection verified on a HUD approved inspection form (HUD 309 form).

**Recommendations for Design Professionals and DAPIAs**

Foundation frost-protection methods used for installation designs must comply with the HUD Code and the ASCE 32 standard. To ensure consistent and effective conformance, options with detailed guidance for development of compliant designs and for DAPIA review and approval are provided in the next section, Conformance Options for New Designs and Future Installation Practices.

FFF installation designs that rely exclusively on surface drainage as a means of foundation frost-protection are not acceptable. Any existing installation designs of this type should be removed for use and revised by the engineer of record and DAPIA approval withdrawn.

FFF installation designs that do not specify appropriate means of assessing the frost-susceptibility of soils and their sub-surface drainage characteristics on a site-specific basis need to be removed from use and DAPIA approval withdrawn.

FFF installation designs that assign design responsibilities to local regulatory authorities, such as assessing site drainage, water table depth, or soil frost-susceptibility are also not acceptable and need to be disapproved.

**Recommendations for Installers**

When installing a new home on a site that has conditions not covered in the manufacturer’s instruction manual provided by the manufacturer, or the engineered foundation plan, the special site conditions should be brought to the attention of the engineer of record. If there is no engineer of record, a licensed engineer or licensed architect should be retained to evaluate the conditions and then design a plan to
install the home. Once this plan is finalized and sealed, it must be sent to the manufacturer and its DAPIA for approval per 24 CFR Part 3285.2(c)(1)(ii). The plan should also be submitted to the Local Authority Having Jurisdiction (LAHJ) for approval if applicable. Refer to the next section for guidance on compliant installation instructions and installation practices.

Manufactured homes must not be installed using FFF installation plans that rely exclusively on surface drainage as a means of frost protection.

Installers should never initiate a FFF installation where the instructions requires them to take on design responsibility of assessing soil frost-susceptibility and sub-surface drainage conditions without proper soil testing and analysis. Instead, installers should verify that appropriate soil testing and site assessment for use of a FFF design has been completed prior to initiating an installation. Refer to the next section for guidance.

Prior to installation of an engineered system that is not included in the manufacturer’s installation instructions, installers need to verify that the installation plan is stamped by an engineer of record as well as approved by the manufacturer and its DAPIA. A LAHJ may require that the plans be reviewed and sealed by an engineer or architect that is licensed in the state where the installation is occurring.

*Recommendations for Local Regulatory Officials and Inspectors*

Regulatory officials and inspectors should reject installation plans that require them to execute a design responsibility such as assessing the subsurface drainage, water table depth, or frost-susceptibility of soils on a given site. Freezing-climate installation plans that rely exclusively on surface drainage as a means of frost protection should not be approved by local regulatory officials.

Where a site is claimed to have non-frost-susceptible soils or soils that are “well-drained” as a basis for setting foundation pads or footings above the design frost depth, evidence should be required including soils tests and site sub-surface drainage and groundwater investigation by a qualified laboratory or professional. Single site soil samples can be taken by a HUD Licensed Manufactured Home Installer in HUD administered states with the soil tests done by an accredited lab.

Regulatory officials should assure that the approved installation plans and the manufacturer installation instructions are on site and available during inspections. If approved installation plans are not available and on site during inspections, the home cannot pass inspection.

Local regulatory officials should consider permitting design frost depths to be determined in accordance with Option #1 in the next section. In areas where no set local frost depth is determined, the frost depths from the Air Freezing index (see Figure 1 and Table 1) should be used.

State and local installation rules should be reviewed and corrected as necessary to ensure conformity with the ASCE 32 standard and the HUD code 24 CFR, Part 3285.312(b).
OPTIONS FOR NEW DESIGNS AND FUTURE INSTALLATION PRACTICES

OPTION #1: Checklist for Conventional Footings in Freezing Climates
HUD Code, 24 CFR Part 3285.312(b)(1)

- Obtain the local-design frost depth for footings from one of the following:
  - The local authority having jurisdiction (LAHJ),
  - Use Table 1 with the site’s Air-Freezing Index (AFI) from Figure 1\(^1\), or
  - Consult with a registered professional engineer, registered architect, or registered geologist.

- When using Table 1 and Figure 1 to determine frost depth for footings, the depth of interior pier footings complying with footnote (b) of Table 1 may be taken as one-half the depth required in Table 1 with approval of the LAHJ.

- Based on the required frost depth for footings, dig the footing to the frost depth.

- Check the soil bearing at depth of the footing with a torque probe, pocket penetrometer or other suitable testing device.

- Based on the tested soil bearing value, properly size the footing according to the manufacturer’s installation instructions or use Table to 24 CFR Part 3285.312 in the HUD Code.

- Place footing pads and construct piers or supports at locations specified in accordance with the manufacturer’s installation instructions.

- Backfill as needed and grade the site as required for drainage:
  - Crown the finish grade at the centerline of the foundation
  - Slope grade a minimum of ½-inch per foot for a minimum distance of 10 feet away from the home perimeter.

\(^1\) A list of AFI values for various states and counties can be found in the 2015 International Residential Code (IRC), Table R403.3(2), published by the International Code Council, Inc., and used as the model building code for most states.
### TABLE 1. DESIGN FROST DEPTH FOR FOOTINGS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AIR-FREEZING INDEX [See Figure 4]</th>
<th>MINIMUM DEPTH$^b$ (inches)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>≤ 50</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>350</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1500</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2500</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3000</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3500</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4000</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4250</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a. These design frost depths are intended to be used for protection of building foundations against frost heave and are not applicable to site or street utilities or other non-building applications.

b. These design frost depths for footings shall be permitted to be halved for footings interior to the building perimeter and located within an enclosed space. Where skirting is used to enclose the space, the skirting shall be insulated to a minimum R-5 (1000 to 2500 AFI) or R-10 (>2500 AFI) and vents shall be capable of automatically closing at outdoor temperatures below 40 deg F (which necessitates use of a ground vapor barrier).
Figure 1. U.S. Air Freezing Index Map (based on Steurer, 1989 and Steurer and Crandell, 1995)
OPTION #2: Checklist for Monolithic Slab Systems in Freezing Climates ("Frost Free Footing")
HUD Code, 24CFR Part 3285.312(b)(2)

Pre-Installation Preparations:

- Before initiating installation, verify that the installation instructions are designed (sealed) by a registered professional engineer or registered architect, approved by the manufacturer and its DAPIA. The LAHJ can require that the plans also be reviewed and sealed by an engineer or architect in the state where the installation is to occur.

- Verify that the LAHJ has accepted and approved the foundation and installation plan and all applicable permits are obtained. An approved installation design needs to comply with one of the following conformance options for the proposed installation design as permitted in the HUD Code:
  
  o Complies with SEI/ASCE 32 standard by use of non-frost-susceptible fills or existing soils (adequately tested and verified as such as defined in SEI/ASCE 32) and that such fills or soils extend to the local frost depth with provision for adequate surface drainage and, in addition, subgrade drainage where underlying soils are poorly drained and/or the water table is within two feet of the design frost depth.

  o Complies with accepted engineering practice to prevent the effects of frost heave in a manner equivalent to the SEI/ASCE 32 standard. Equivalent alternative accepted engineering practices include: (1) the specification of an alternative criteria for testing the frost susceptibility of soils (e.g., different fines content allowances based on substantiating data), and (2) different frost depth determination based on thermal modeling of the climatic, soil, and foundation conditions.

  NOTE: Reliance solely on surface drainage to prevent frost heave without verification of non-frost-susceptible fill materials or existing non-frost susceptible soils to frost depth does not comply with the SEI/ASCE 32 standard or HUD Code’s allowance for “acceptable engineering practice to prevent the effects of frost heave.”

- For designs that rely on well-drained sites and use of existing soils to frost depth that are non-frost susceptible, verify the following before initiating installation:
  
  o The non-frost-susceptible condition of existing soils above the frost depth (and below the base of the proposed slab) have been tested in accordance with ASTM D442 and determined to have a fines mass content of less than 6% passing a #200 sieve for the specific installation site or the development as a whole. A soils report should be provided by the engineer or soil lab of record for verification.
Alternatively, conduct or contract such testing as follows:

- Obtain a minimum of two soil samples per installation site (one at each end of the foundation area) and from any borrow materials on site used as fill. A materials report from a quarry may be used when material is supplied from a licensed quarry.

- When conducting borings for soil samples, take a minimum of one pint (plastic bag full) of soil from depths of one foot and at the locally prescribed frost depth or as determined from Table 1, Design Frost Depth for Footings. Continue each boring to two feet below the locally-prescribed frost depth (as measured from the proposed finish grade) to determine if the water table is present.

- Deliver or send the soil samples to a soils lab for particle size testing per ASTM D442.

- If the soils lab report indicates greater than 6% fines by mass passing a #200 sieve then the soil at the site is frost susceptible and either footing to frost depth or one of the alternative foundation options (see Appendix C) for frost susceptible soil conditions must be used.

- The water table condition of the site has been assessed by the engineer of record and documentation provided of the water table being at least two feet below the local frost depth. Alternatively, make this determination using soil borings as described above.

- If the water table is higher than two feet below the local frost depth, a network of drainage pipes sloped to drain to daylight must be placed at the base of non-frost-susceptible fill (e.g., clean gravel or crush rock) placed to a depth equal to the local frost depth.

- Alternatively, a site specific foundation design can be prepared and sealed by a professional engineer or registered architect and approved the manufacturer and it’s DAPIA.

- Save documentation of all of the above and provide to the LAHJ for verification.

For designs that rely on well-drained sites and use of fill materials to frost depth that are non-frost susceptible, verify the following before initiating installation:

- The slab base and foundation fill materials are specified by the engineer of record as non-frost susceptible such as clean gravel or crushed rock or other suitable material with no more than 6% fines by mass passing a #200 sieve per ASTM D442 test method. Order subgrade materials accordingly and in an amount required to fill from the frost depth to the slab base for the entire extent of the slab plus any over dig.
The water table condition of the site has been assessed by the engineer of record and documentation provided of the water table being at least two feet below the local frost depth. Alternatively, make this determination using soil borings as described above.

- If the water table is higher than two feet below the local frost depth, a network of drainage pipe sloped to drain to daylight must be placed at the base of non-frost-susceptible fill (e.g., clean gravel or crush rock) placed to a depth equal to the local frost depth.

- Save documentation of all of the above and provide to the LAHJ for verification.
Installation Phase:

- Excavate slab area to frost depth or only to the bottom of the slab’s non-frost-susceptible base layer if existing soils have been determined to be non-frost susceptible down to frost depth during the pre-installation preparation phase (see above).

- Place foundation drains sloped to drain to daylight at the bottom of the non-frost-susceptible base or fill material layer.

- Place the non-frost-susceptible fill and base materials, compacting as required by the manufacturer’s installation instructions and the engineer of record. Do not initiate fill placement where compaction requirements and methods are not specified. Obtain compaction requirements, as needed, from the engineer of record. The minimum requirement is 90% compaction per 24 CFR Part 3285.201 although an engineer or LAHJ may require a higher number based on the fill material used.

- Construct the reinforced monolithic slab in accordance with the manufacturer’s installation instructions or according to the manufacturer and DAPIA approved plans.

- Backfill as needed and grade the site as required for drainage:
  - Slope grade a minimum of ½-inch per foot for a minimum distance of 10 feet away from the home perimeter.

NOTE: The above procedures also apply to designs where a monolithic slab is not used and pier footing pads are placed directly on non-frost-susceptible fill materials (e.g., clean gravel or crushed rock).

OPTION #3: Checklist for Insulated Foundations (Frost-Protected Shallow Foundation)

HUD Code, 24 CFR Part 3285.312(b)(3)

Pre-Installation Preparations:

- Before initiating installation, verify that the installation instructions are designed (sealed) by a registered professional engineer or registered architect, approved by the manufacturer and its DAPIA. A LAHJ may also require the plans to be reviewed and sealed by a licensed engineer or architect in the state where the installation is to occur.

- Also, verify that the plans have approved the installation design as complying with one of the following basis for the proposed installation design as permitted in the HUD Code:
  - Complies with SEI/ASCE 32 standard by use of properly-specified insulation materials and sized in accordance with the local climate and located around the perimeter of the foundation (including insulated skirting with vents capable of closing at temperatures below 40 degrees) or the entire foundation pad is
insulated where there is no skirting or the skirting is un-insulated or the skirting has non-closing vents. Non-frost-susceptible base materials are used at a minimum thickness required by SEI/ASCE 32, and insulation materials are protected against damage in accordance with SEI/ASCE 32.

- Complies with accepted engineering practice to prevent the effects of frost heave in a manner equivalent to the insulation provisions in the SEI/ASCE 32 standard. Equivalent alternative accepted engineering practices include: (1) the specification of an alternative insulation amounts based on dynamic thermal modeling of the climatic, soil, and foundation conditions specific to the site, and (2) alternative insulation materials or types with data substantiating long-term R-values in below-grade applications.

- NOTE: Designs which place insulation materials in a discontinuous fashion, such that exposed slab edges or other types of thermal bridging occurs, do not meet the requirements of the SEI/ASCE 32 standard or the HUD Code provisions that allow the use of “acceptable engineering practice to prevent the effects of frost heave.”

- Order foundation insulation materials as specified in the installation instruction and verify the correct type is received. Commonly accepted insulation materials include Extruded Polystyrene (XPS) and Expanded Polystyrene (EPS) of various “types” in accordance with ASTM C578.

- Insulation material conformance with the specified type should be verified by product labels or a certification from the insulation manufacturer. Materials commonly stocked in supply stores may not be the correct “type” even though it may be the correct “kind” (e.g., XPS or EPS).

  NOTE: There is no need to determine the frost susceptibility of underlying soils to frost depth in the insulated foundation design approach when the provisions of SEI/ASCE 32 are satisfied.

Installation Phase:

- Excavate the foundation area to the correct shallow foundation depth as indicated in the manufacturer’s installation instructions or by the engineer of record (generally the foundation depth need not exceed 12” to 16” below finish grade).

- Place specified non-frost-susceptible base material and provide drainage pipes around the perimeter, at a minimum of 4 inches (within the base material layer) as required by the installation instructions. Pipes need to be day-lighted or have a mechanical means of draining the water (see detail in Appendix C).

- Sequence the foundation slab or pad construction and insulation placement in accordance with the design approach indicated on the manufacturer’s installation instructions. Where sub-slab insulation is required this will need to be placed before slab construction. Perimeter insulation may be placed after slab construction (see detail in Appendix C).
• After construction of the slab and supports and placement of the home, construct the insulated skirting with automatically closing vents as required by the manufacturer’s installation instructions. Where the foundation slab is entirely insulated with horizontal below ground insulation (the design does not rely on perimeter insulation only), no skirting is required. (See detail in Appendix C).

• Place wing insulation (extending outward horizontally underground from the perimeter of the foundation) as required by the installation instructions. Depending on the design approach and climate severity, wing insulation may or may not be required.

• Provide protection of any exposed exterior insulation or within 10 inches of the finish grade surface. (see detail in Appendix C)

• Backfill as needed and grade the site as required for drainage:
  o Slope grade a minimum of ½-inch per foot for a minimum distance of 10 feet away from the home perimeter.

CONCLUSION

A detailed review of several systems outlined in the report below indicate that many FFF designs and practices are not conforming to the requirements outlined in 24 CFR part 3285.312 and SEI/ASCE 32.01. This non-conformance is largely due to lack of consistency in design approaches, insufficient or nonexistent instructions in Manufacturers Installation Instructions related to FFF designs, the lack of understanding of best practices for installation site analysis and foundation installation, and an overreliance on localities that often do not possess officials with specialized knowledge of FFF designs and requirements. These shortcomings can be improved by establishing consistent, well-documented best practices and supplemental guidelines for the use of FFF designs.
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INTRODUCTION

Foundation systems that do not require standard footings to below the frost line have great appeal and potential in colder climates as a cost-effective means of installing manufactured homes on seasonally-frozen ground. Understandably, their use has been promoted and increased in recent years as a means for manufactured housing installation using conventional or proprietary foundation support systems in colder-climates. However, key factors important to their long-term success require special consideration. These factors include appropriately engineered installation details, site investigation practices, and verification procedures to ensure that important design conditions are actually being achieved in practice.

For the purpose of this report, frost-free foundations (FFF) are distinguished in practice from a frost-protected shallow foundation (FPSF) even though both methods are based on the same design and construction standard, ASCE 32-01, Design and Construction of Frost-Protected Shallow Foundations (ASCE 32). The FFF relies exclusively on the presence of non-frost-susceptible subgrade materials (soil or fill) on a well-drained site. The FPSF relies exclusively on the use of foundation and below-ground insulation to protect the soil under the foundation (assumed frost-susceptible) from freezing, although a nominal amount of drainage is still required as a matter of good practice to provide a suitable environment for acceptable below-grade insulation materials and to also satisfy building code or HUD code requirements for foundation and site surface drainage.

Theoretically, frost protection can be achieved by removing any one of the three conditions required to support the occurrence of frost heave: (1) moist ground or a moisture source at depth below ground, (2) freezing temperatures within the ground, and (3) presence of fine-grained, frost-susceptible soils or fill materials. However, this should not be taken to imply that by simply removing any one of these factors an equally reliable design is achieved or that there are not important differences in execution to ensure an equivalent and consistent performance outcome. In short, differences in the proper execution of the different methods of frost protection affect the level of reliability achieved in practice.

For example, using the FPSF method, attention must be paid to proper specification and installation of foundation insulation in accordance with ASCE 32-01. Similarly, using the FFF method, care must be
taken to properly specify and confirm the non-frost-susceptibility of foundation sub-grade soils or fill materials. In both cases, but for different purposes and reasons or consequences, adequate drainage is required. In particular, the ASCE 32 standard requires in Section 4.2 that FFF designs, which rely primarily on subgrade non-frost-susceptibility rather than protection against freezing temperatures, must address the following criteria:

(1) “placed on a layer of well-drained undisturbed ground or fill material”,
(2) the ground or fill material “is not susceptible to frost”, and
(3) the non-frost-susceptible ground or fill layer must extend to the “design frost depth”.

The proper execution of the above criteria require a proper understanding of:

1) The meaning of “well-drained” and how to confirm and provide this characteristic
2) The meaning of “not susceptible to frost” and how to confirm the presence of or provide this characteristic in relation to site soils or fill materials
3) The meaning of “design frost depth” and, again, how to confirm or characterize it for a given site.

The above items define important design considerations in ASCE 32 and also establish a standard of care that other alternative methods must meet with at least an equivalent level of performance and reliability. These same design concepts and principles apply to FFF designs as currently used in the manufactured housing industry. Thus, this report has involved the review of a number of contemporary FFF designs and installation practices. Consequently, a number of inconsistencies and problems have been identified in the execution of the above concepts for conformance with the HUD Code and, specifically, its reference to the ASCE 32-01 standard. To assist in resolving these problems, this report examines the meaning and intentions of the above terms and criteria. Finally, recommendations are made where considered necessary and meaningful to ensure the proper and cost-effective execution of FFF designs for installation of manufactured housing units in cold climates with seasonal ground freezing.

**IMPORTANT TERMS AND THEIR MEANING**

**Well-drained**

The term “well-drained” in reference to FFF designs is not defined in the ASCE 32-01 standard. Therefore, its application in regard to frost-heave mitigation or prevention must rely on accepted engineering practice. Well-drained encompasses both surface drainage and sub-surface moisture conditions of a soil which are affected by site topography and also local climate among other factors such as sub-surface water flows. Merely, assessing site surface drainage without assessing ground water conditions at depth or vice-versa is inadequate. In addition, assessing these conditions at a point in time (without considering climate factors and soil moisture conditions that vary seasonally and over longer periods of time) also can lead to an inadequate or incomplete assessment. The term “well-drained” must also align with the intended application. For example, a common agricultural definition of a “well-drained soil” is as follows (http://agebb.missouri.edu/agforest/archives/v10n2/gh14.htm):
“Well-drained soil is that which allows water to percolate through it reasonably quickly and not pool…

Deep, loamy soil and sloping sites tend to be well drained. Soil high in clay content, depressions, or sites with high water tables, underlying rock or ‘hard pans’ (a layer of soil impervious to water) tend to not be well drained. A test that is often recommended is to dig a hole 12 by 12 inches square and about 12 to 18 inches deep. Fill it with water and let it drain. Then do it again, but this time clock how long it takes to drain. In well-drained soil the water level will go down at a rate of about 1 inch an hour. A faster rate, such as in sandy soil, may signal potentially dry site conditions; a slower rate is a caution that you either need to provide drainage …“

However, the above definition is inadequate and incomplete for an engineering application related to protection of building foundations from frost heave risk. For example, should the soil infiltration rate be measured at the design frost depth? Can an installer reliably conduct a soil boring to identify the water table (or absence thereof) when the water table may vary seasonally or annually? At what infiltration rate should use of subsoil drainage be triggered to prevent accumulation of water in non-frost-susceptible soil or fill layers placed above the frost line. Clearly, more information is needed to properly differentiate between “well-drained conditions” and those that are not so “well-drained” from the perspective of mitigating risk of frost heave or thaw-weakening of soils supporting building foundations. Furthermore, the “well-drained” criteria may need to be more stringent for conditions where existing soils are marginally frost susceptible (or worse) as oppose to conditions where a clearly non-frost-susceptible fill material is used to frost depth (e.g., less than 6% by mass passing a #200 sieve as determined by site samples or certification from the quarry/supplier). The vulnerability of a building foundation to and consequences of foundation differential movement due to a given level of frost-heave or thaw weakening hazard should also be considered, although common practice is aimed at minimizing the hazard to avoid uncertain long-term damage and serviceability problems.

Where soils are potentially frost-susceptible (and must be used for bearing within the frost depth or “active freezing zone” layer of the soil because there are no alternatives such as use of a deeper foundation or non-frost-susceptible fill material), the following description represents an accepted engineering practice for creating a “well-drained” condition intended to protect against excessive frost heave (e.g., control it, but not necessarily eliminate it):

“…it is imperative to provide the best drainage possible. In more moderate regions where frost does not penetrate as deeply, this may include the careful installation of underdrains to allow water…to escape. Barriers to restrict capillary moisture flow…from below [the frost depth] may also be considered. These may be layers of coarse grained material or geotextile layers. The purpose is to break the capillary action of fine grained soil…so that moisture [below the frost depth] cannot “wick” to the freezing front….“ (McFadden and Bennett, 1991, pp.340-342).

For natural soils, the above practice requires a means of establishing the absence of a water table in close proximity to the design frost depth and that the soil materials within the frost depth are adequately drained, using sub-drainage or ensuring the ability for infiltration below the frost depth. The accepted foundation engineering practice for protection against frost-heave does not merely rely on surface drainage when structures are supported on the “active freezing zone” of a frost-susceptible soil or fill.
Non-Frost-Susceptible

In reference to soil or fill materials, the phrase “not susceptible to frost” or “non-frost-susceptible” is usually taken to mean the soil is granular (e.g., coarse grained) and lacks a sufficient amount of fines (e.g., very fine sand, silt, and clay) to support development of ice lenses in the soil which results in varying degrees of frost heave or thaw-weakening potential depending on a number of factors. Very clayey soils, however, can suppress frost heave potential due to the inability of tightly held soil moisture to migrate by capillary action to the freezing front in the soil to form ice lenses. But, these soils are still considered frost susceptible from the standpoint of thaw-weakening effects.

While varying degrees of sophistication are available to assess the frost-susceptibility of soil (Chamberlain, 1981), methods commonly used rely on an assessment of the grain size distribution of the soil. The most simple of these methods provides a limit on the percentage of a soil mass below a certain particle size, although the percentage may vary from 3% to more than 10% (Chamberlain, 1981). In the ASCE 32 standard (Section 4.2), a non-frost-susceptible soil is defined as follows:

“Undisturbed granular soils or fill material with less than 6% of mass passing a #200 (0.074 mm) mesh sieve in accordance with ASTM D442.”

Other approved materials also are permitted, but with the understanding that the approval is based on geotechnical evidence and analysis as is generally required for alternative means and methods of design and construction. For example, foundation applications that are more sensitive to differential soil movement (due to heave or thaw-weakening) may require a more stringent criteria whereas those that are less sensitive may justify use of a less stringent criteria. But, in both cases, a criteria is applied based on engineering analysis and evidence. The above “6% by mass” criteria is considered appropriate for general foundation applications and is the referenced basis for judging frost-susceptibility of soils in the HUD Code for manufactured housing foundations.

Finally, the ASCE 32 standard requires that “Classification of frost susceptibility of soil shall be determined by a soils or geotechnical engineer, unless otherwise approved.” Again, it is clear that, while alternatives are permitted, there is a requirement for evidence that a given soil or fill material on a given site is not susceptible to frost. For example, a contractor or technician may sample materials, have them assessed by a soils lab per ASTM D442 as required by ASCE 32. The soils lab report serves as a basis for approval (i.e., evidence consistent with the requirements and intent of ASCE 32 when an FFF design is pursued). Also, a qualified geotechnical engineer may determine that use of a different method to assess soil frost susceptibility is more favorable (and at least equivalent), again based on evidence.

Design Frost Depth

The term “design frost depth” refers to a depth into ground that frost is expected to reach under a given severity of winter freezing conditions and other factors (such as soil type and ground cover or lack thereof). Generally, design frost depths have been established in an ad-hoc fashion from locality to locality. Consequently, requirements may vary based on different perspectives or experiences that are not always consistent with the physics of frost penetration into ground. For example, some localities in warmer climates may require greater frost depths than those in colder climates. In general, there is no
consistent consideration of the soil type or ground cover. But, experience represented in local building
codes is the common source relied upon in the building industry for locally-prescribed frost depths.

To address variation in local design frost depth requirements (where they are available) and provide a
more uniform and risk-consistent basis for design frost depth determinations, an alternative procedure
for determining the local design frost depth is provided later in the recommendations section of this
report. The approach has been prepared as a proposal for future consideration by the ASCE 32
committee. It is based on research and modeling conducted by the NOAA Northeast Climate Data
Center (Cornell University) for the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD, 2001).
The following chart (Figure 1) provides the basis of the procedure and demonstrates its relationship to
variations in locally prescribed (presumptive) frost depths and modeled frost depths. The design frost
depths determined by the modeled approach (noted in Figure 1 as “2yr Bare x Safety Factor 2”) are
calibrated to agree with local design frost depths used in more severe climates where experience with
frost damage and freezing conditions are more consequential and experience may be considered more
robust. It is notable that in warmer climate zones there is a clear tendency for locally-defined frost
depths to overstate actual design frost depths which signals a lack of risk-consistency in locally-defined
frost depths. Thus, use of risk-consistent frost depths will tend to economize foundation construction in
moderately cold climates with seasonal ground freezing.

\[
\begin{align*}
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*Figure 1. Comparison of Modeled and Locally-Defined Frost Depths for Building Foundations*
REVIEW OF EXISTING FFF DESIGNS & DATA

As mentioned, several FFF designs currently used in several US states were provided for review and assessment. From those designs, four representative examples were selected for assessment in this report.

Example #1: FFF Design A (crushed stone pad on subgrade)

Figure 2 illustrates this FFF design as implemented by a DAPIA-approved engineered detail included in the manufacturer’s installation manual.

![Figure 2. Installation detail for Example#1 (FFF using crushed stone pad on subgrade)](image)

This design represents a reasonable application of the FFF technical requirements in accordance with Section 4.2 of the ASCE 32 standard. For example, it appropriately defines non-frost-susceptible material and requires it to be well-drained and to extend below the required frost depth. However, it places the burden on the local authorities for determining frost-susceptibility for each site application of the design, while at the same time requiring engineering verification (see “DESIGN NOTES” below). The reverse process is more appropriate (i.e., the engineer determines and the authority verifies). This may cause some unintended confusion as to roles and responsibilities which may be entirely missed by installers and those responsible for enforcement. Local authorities have an inspection and verification role, not a construction management or design decision-making role. To do otherwise creates a conflict of interest due to a lack of appropriate separation of roles and responsibilities.

Thus, it may be unlikely that the design is being implemented and enforced consistently in conformance with the technical requirements otherwise reasonably indicated on the installation documents (unless the engineer of record is actually contracted to visit each site or development to conduct the required determinations). Further, the requirement for testing is found in notes within the manufacturer
installation instructions as being at the discretion of the local code official, when the ASCE 32 standard clearly requires testing or an equivalent means of determination. Such judgments should originate with and be the responsibility of the design professional not a local authority or installers. The notes also do not specify a means of determining water table depth. It also does not specify any action other than notifying the engineer before continuing work when groundwater is encountered (thus implying that a ground water assessment is the responsibility of the installer, not the engineer of record and that construction can proceed after the engineer is simply notified). But, this too conflicts with other notes regarding roles and responsibilities.

To exemplify these concerns (i.e., confused or conflicted roles and responsibilities as noted above), the following notes are excerpted verbatim from the reviewed installation plan:

"DESIGN NOTES:
The gravel slab foundation design applies only to sites that contain all of the following soil conditions:
1. Well drained granular soils that are not susceptible to frost heave.
2. No groundwater to a depth of at least 4 feet below the bottom of the proposed slab.
3. Soils with a safe bearing capacity of 2,000 psf or greater.
4. Soil conditions at each lot shall be verified by design engineer prior to construction.

...The slab design does not incorporate insulation around and/or under the proposed slab. The foundation shall be enclosed with skirting in accordance with manufacturer's installation instructions and in conformance to 24 CFR 3285.

...Foundation shall be placed on non-frost susceptible layers of well-drained, undisturbed ground or fill materials that extend below the required frost depth. The non-frost susceptible material shall be approved by the local authority having jurisdiction. When required by the local authority having jurisdiction, the material shall be tested in accordance with ASTM D422 and found to have less than 6% of mass passing #200 mesh sieve to be considered non-frost susceptible. Soil conditions shall be verified by a soils or geotechnical engineer to verify the soil conditions are not susceptible to frost heave.

...During construction if soil conditions other than well drained soils or groundwater is encountered at a depth of less than 4 feet, the contractor shall notify the design engineer prior to continuing construction. “

This FFF design also includes a detail (Figure 2) which requires the subgrade to be cohesion less (sand) extending to a minimum depth of 48 inches and compacted with a 10 ton or larger vibratory roller. The water table is required to be at least 48 inches below finish grade together with surface grading required to meet the HUD code. Thus, the detail seems reasonably consistent with the technical intent of the design notes, despite confusion regarding important installation process considerations related to roles and responsibilities as mentioned above. However, the indicated “cohesion less (sand)” subgrade material could be moderately frost susceptible if it is a very fine sand (e.g., approaching silt-size particles). Thus, the Design Notes and plan detail should be clarified that the “6% of mass passing #200 sieve” also applies to the vaguely described cohesion-less sand material in the installation detail.

It should be noted that the 8” thick crusher run #2 stone course above the non-frost-susceptible layer may include more than 6% fines and according to ASCE 32 could be considered to be frost-susceptible. However, for materials with large aggregate, the amount of fines can be increased somewhat and still
provide adequate protection against frost action. Furthermore, the 8” layer is located above what is intended to be a well-drained, non-frost-susceptible subgrade. In such a case, this sub-drainage will keep the 8” layer reasonably dry, particularly where located below the manufactured housing unit and protected from rainfall and runoff. Thus, the critical component of this design is assuring that the subgrade is indeed non-frost-susceptible and well-drained as called out on the plans consistent with the ASCE 32 standard.

Example #2: FFF Design B (directly on soil)

This FFF design appears to be based in large part on a report for the Systems Building Research Alliance (SBRA/Hayman, 2010). A typical installation detail is shown in Figure 3.

![Figure 3. FFF installation detail for Example #2 (FFF with piers directly on soil)](image)

Based on SBRA/Hayman (2010) report.

This design has a distinct difference from Example #1 and the ASCE 32 provisions: it relies exclusively on ensuring that “the soil beneath the manufactured home stays dry thereby preventing frost heave.” The report by SBRA/Hayman (2010) mistakenly claims that “Soil type is not relevant using the Frost Free Foundation design. Soil tests are not necessary.” For reasons discussed below, it is the opinion of this author, having served on the ASCE 32 committee and its task group on development of the non-frost-susceptible soil criteria, that these statements are not representative of the intent of the ASCE 32 standard or equivalent alternative procedures for ensuring the intent is met. (Refer to the earlier discussion on the meaning of key terms and clauses in the ASCE 32 standard.)

The SBRA/Hayman report claims that soil tests are a “potentially expensive and time consuming process” without providing documentation. In addition, undocumented quotes and other undocumented sources or anecdotal forms of experience (that are not repeatable or verifiable or fully
explained) are mentioned in the report. For example, a partial quote on page 6-7 of the report is extracted from the Unified Facilities Criteria (UFC, 2004) for roadway design and is apparently mistaken to mean that no soils analysis or other consideration is required under “special conditions”. It is then asserted that manufactured homes create these special conditions.

To the contrary, the cited UFC document states elsewhere that only four material groups (gravel, crush stone, crush rock, and sand) can be considered as “generally suitable for base course and sub-base course materials” with respect to frost heave or thaw-weakening potential. The quote as contained and edited in the SBRA/Hayman (2010) report also leaves out important caveats related to the required justification for re-classifying the frost-susceptibility status of a material under “special conditions”. The complete discussion in the Unified Facilities Criteria document is as follows:

\[d. \text{Special conditions.} \text{ Under special conditions the frost group classification adopted for design may be permitted to differ from that obtained by application of the above frost group definitions. This will, however, be subject to the specific approval of HQUSACE (CEMP-ET) or the appropriate Air Force Major Command if the difference is not greater than one frost group number and if complete justification for the variation is presented. Such justification may take into account special conditions of subgrade moisture or soil uniformity, in addition to soil gradation and plasticity, and should include data on performance of existing pavements near those proposed to be constructed.}\]

Clearly, there is substantial evidence and justification required on a case-by-case basis as well as approval by authorities familiar with the subject matter. The requirements also indicate the form of evidence required, including data to demonstrate soil gradation and plasticity, subgrade moisture conditions, and soil uniformity. It also includes supplemental data on performance of existing pavements near those proposed to be constructed. Thus, a complete analysis of the site conditions as well as consideration of neighboring conditions (experience) is required. The SBRA/Hayman report and design does not contain such procedural requirements or data requirements for a given site. It does not indicate how to ascertain moisture conditions below grade, the need to test for soil gradation and plasticity, or other equivalent technical or procedural matters mentioned in the full quote above.

Simply protecting the soil from direct rainfall over the small footprint of a manufactured home may do little to address moisture conditions at depth below the ground surface or the degree of frost-susceptibility of the subgrade should moisture be present at depth. Despite these omissions, the SBRA/Hayman (2010) report concludes that the FFF provides “superior under home water control capabilities”. Also, important differences from road design are not address such as roads being designed for a much lesser life expectancy than buildings (i.e., design return periods for frost heave or freezing events are typically less than 30 years as commonly represented by using the average of the three worst years in a period of thirty years or the worst year in a short period of 10 years).

In addition, the SBRA/Hayman (2010) report references various sources of experience, mostly from the standpoint of attempting to prove a negative by making the assumption that an absence of complaints
means an absence of problems. While this is relevant information, it is very weak data unless properly evaluated and interpreted in context. For example, what are the variations in soil type and particle size at the sites represented by the generalized experience claim. What were the winter Air-Freezing indices observed during the period of record associated with the experience statement as needed to ascertain potential “sampling error” problems? For example, a cursory review of national average heating degree day data for years 1994-2004 (the same period of record for one quoted source of anecdotal evidence) indicates below average national winter conditions in 8 of the 11 years (with 3 of the years exceeding the average by a relatively small amount – certainly not reflective of design conditions). A more detailed association of climate data in relation to the ad-hoc experience reported is needed to make a reasoned scientific analysis and engineering interpretation of the claimed experience and its relevance to design conditions. This must also be weighed against the common foundation construction practice represented by the generalized experience claim (e.g., what depth or variation of depth were the footings actually placed at?). In other words, is the reported experience actually relevant to the FFF design as presented in the SBRA/Hayman (2010) report?

Reference is also made to reduced frost depths for footings located underneath and within an enclosed area beneath the manufactured home foundation. However, this allowance may be more appropriately associated with prevention of or suppression of freezing temperatures, not the supposed absence of sufficient soil moisture to prevent frost heave. A similar practice has been recognized and used for many years in Anchorage, AK for site built construction by differentiating between “cold” and “warm” footings (with different footing frost depths used for each condition). Thus, the stated experience in the SBRA/Hayman (2010) report, while valid when understood in context, is not justification for reliance on merely keeping the ground surface dry in the immediate vicinity of a footing as an appropriate or complete means to prevent frost heave and broadly avoid adequate frost protection measures or footing depths in general for all climates and conditions that may be experienced.

This experience also is not based on the use of FFF foundation designs and could be considered as irrelevant on that basis alone. The experience suggested in at least one place (i.e., Kentucky) was associated with footings at a frost depth of 24 inches at the perimeter and 12 inches within the enclosed portions of the foundation. Similar experience was noted in West Virginia. It is no surprise that this has worked well as demonstrated in Table 1 and Figure 4 presented later in this report. But, it is not directly relevant to the FFF design presented in the SBRA/Hayman (2010) report. Instead, it is more appropriately taken as support for the adequacy of conventional methods of foundation installation (e.g., placing footings at frost depth, including reduced frost depths in enclosed areas underneath the building).

The SBRA/Hayman (2010) report does appropriately recognize that “the possibility of ground water level overlapping the frost depth does need to be addressed...if the ground water depth is determined to be above the local frost depth, the Frost Free Foundation design cannot be used.” (ibid. p.8). However, the means of establishing that the ground water table is below the frost depth during the winter season and is misappropriated to “the local authority having jurisdiction”. As stated in the review of Example #1, this determination is a matter of design or construction management for individual sites; local authorities are supposed to have the role of only inspection and verification, not making decisions about and executing the practice of design. This confusion of roles and responsibilities presents a conflict of interest among regulators and perhaps also infringes on state laws regarding the practice of engineering. In addition, merely keeping the water table depth at the local frost depth does not control
frost-susceptibility in soils that are particularly frost-susceptible because water is “wicked” from the ground water source up to the freezing front in the soil. This is the mechanism by which frost heave occurs. Thus, for some soil conditions, the water table depth may need to be well below the local design frost depth to prevent frost heave.

Finally the proposed SBRA/Hayman (2010) FFF design focuses only on the following two criteria related to risk of frost heave or thaw weakening (ibid., p.9):

- Site – the design only requires that surface drainage minimally comply with HUD Code, 24 CFR Part 3285.203.
- Footings – frost depth footings are not required (can essentially locate footings at finish grade with no depth)

The first item neglects any means of establishing depth of ground water. It also fails to determine if the soil profile (at least to frost depth) is well drained. It also neglects the requirement that non-frost-susceptible soils be used in accordance with the HUD Code (24 CFR Part 3285.312(b)) and the ASCE 32 Standard. Reliance on surface drainage alone without site-specific soil drainage or water table analysis and soil particle size analysis is not consistent with accepted engineering practice for building foundations and also does not provide an equivalently reliable alternative to the methods and requirements specified in the ASCE 32 standard or the HUD Code.

The second item is not really a criteria for frost-protection, but is actually and exemption from frost protection based on the first item. Placing the footings with 0 (zero) frost depth presumes perfection in the control of frost heave risk merely by keeping the ground surface in the immediate vicinity of the footing free from direct rainfall (i.e., located underneath the housing unit) and providing for surface drainage. This is an unrealistic and unconventional presumption and, at best, may result in highly uncertain and unreliable performance. Therefore, the HUD/CODE CONFORMANCE section of the SBRA/Hayman (2010) report significantly overstates the degree of conformance or equivalency of the proposed FFF design. If a dry soil criteria is used alone for frost protection, then the level of protection against a wetted soil condition (at least to frost depth) must far exceed the level of criteria and verification specified in the FFF design by SBRA/Hayman (2010). Consequently the design criteria presented in the SBRA/Hayman (2010) report and the associated model installation plan are largely incomplete or inadequate.

For example, the installation detail based on the SBRA/Hayman (2010) report reveals the following (see Figure 3):

1. It leaves discretion for the means and methods of establishing the water table depth to the local authority. This is a design decision going beyond the role of regulatory authorities, creating a conflict of interest in their role and the practice of design and installation. The plans should specify a means of determining water table depth following accepted engineering practice and require that it be at or well below the frost depth if merely a “point-in-time” investigation is done by others than a geotechnical engineer or experienced professional.
2. It provides no means of determining or verifying the use of non-frost susceptible soil as required in the detail (but which is indicated as being unimportant in SBRA/Hayman (2010)). Such a practice is important and such inconsistencies unnecessarily confuse the issue. Specifications
and a means of determining and verifying important design criteria should be provided on installation details (see also the discussion on Example #1 which included appropriate specifications but misappropriated or confused roles and responsibilities related to design, installation, and enforcement).

3. The design does not require the use of a below foundation drainage system and gives no indication under what sub-grade conditions one may be required to maintain a “well-drained” condition.

Example #3 – FFF Design C (“Floating Slab”)

Example #3 is a variant of the FFF design approach that utilizes a “floating slab” concept as shown in Figure 4 (other similar FFF variants include a “floating strip footing” approach). Interestingly, this “floating slab” installation detail was certified by an engineer and DAPIA-approved in one state, but is included in the manufacturer’s installation manual for another state.

![Figure 4. Installation detail for Example #3 (“Floating Slab” FFF)](image)

Relevant notes accompanying the installation detail shown in Figure 4 are as follows:

The following observations relate to concerns with the above-described “floating slab” FFF design:
1. Note #1 requires use on sites with “well drained soil with an average moisture content less than 25% to frost depth”. The means of determining the average moisture content to frost depth is not specified. Is this an average at a given point in time or an average including seasonal variation? Is the moisture content volumetric or by mass? Does 25% average moisture content provide adequate frost protection for all frost-susceptible soil types? For example, soil may approach saturation at a volumetric moisture content of 25% or be saturated at a gravimetric moisture content of 20%. Furthermore, if soil moisture content is measured to a frost depth of say 4 feet, the top two feet may be relatively dry, but the bottom two feet wet; yet the average moisture content may meet the stated criteria (even though the overall moisture condition of the soil would promote frost heave in a frost susceptible soil – a risky soil condition which is not prohibited by this design). Clearly, the specification is incomplete and vague. Yet, this criteria is presented as the main “pass/fail” criteria for acceptance of a site for use of the “floating slab” FFF design.

2. Note #2 is significantly more vague and unenforceable referring to a requirement that “soil beneath the gravel is well drained with minimal moisture content”. How is well drained determined in relation to frost-heave potential? What is a “minimal” moisture content?

3. Note #3 presents what is a common and inappropriate deferral of design decisions and site evaluation requirements to the “local authority having jurisdiction”, thus, relying on the local enforcement authority to execute the practice of design to produce the evidence needed for enforcement (presenting a conflict of interest). It also requires the local authority to be “familiar with actual soil conditions”. What are these soil conditions? Is the local authority supposed to measure moisture contents to confirm conformance with Note #1? Are there other conditions that need to be assessed?

Even if the above noted problems were resolved, the design still relies exclusively on keeping a potentially frost-susceptible soil adequately dry to the frost depth as the sole means of frost-protection. As mentioned in other reviewed examples of FFF designs, this design approach is not compliant with the provisions of the ASCE 32 standard or the HUD code. These standards require the use of non-frost-susceptible fill materials to frost depth and the provision of adequate drainage. With the above incomplete and vague design controls and confused roles and responsibilities as to the execution of design and verification of site conditions, this approach should not be considered as an equivalently reliable alternative means of frost protection.

Example #4 – FFF Design D (Monolithic Slab)

This FFF design is similar to that addressed in Examples #2 and #3. While purported to be used in a northeastern state, the design is certified by a registered engineer in a central mid-western state and was DAPIA approved. An example installation detail for this design is shown in Figure 5.
Relevant “GENERAL NOTES” associated with the above installation detail are as follows:

7. THE SLAB FOUNDATION DESIGN IS SUSCEPTIBLE TO FROST HEAVE AND SHOULD NOT BE PLACED ON EXPANSIVE SOILS. CONSULT LOCAL JURISDICTION.

8. SLAB DEPTH NOTED Serves ONLY AS A MINIMUM. THE BASE OF THE SLAB AND ITS GRAVEL FILL BASE MUST BE BELOW THE FROST LINE. CONSULT LOCAL JURISDICTION FOR THE FROST LINE DEPTH.

9. ADEQUATE DRAINAGE MUST BE PROVIDED UNDER THE SLAB TO THE PERIMETER OF THE SLAB. CONSULT LOCAL BUILDING CODE FOR REQUIREMENTS.

The above-described design raises concerns similar to those addressed in Examples #2 and #3. First, general note #7 does seem to admit that the design is susceptible to frost heave. However, it states that it should not be placed on expansive soils. While it is true it should not be placed on expansive clay soils, this is a different design matter than frost heave. Instead, the note should state that it should not be placed on frost-susceptible soils. Even so, the necessary criteria for evaluation of the frost-susceptibility of soils is not provided. Yet, this is presented as the critical “pass/fail” criteria for use of the design on a given site.

Second, general note #8 does seem to clarify that a gravel base must be below the frost line. Yet, the gravel base is not specified as to the amount of fines that can be tolerated. Is the intention to use clean (washed) gravel or bank run? Furthermore, the detail implies a shallow depth is intended (or may be interpreted) since the frost-depth is not shown to coincide with the depth of the gravel fill. Without careful installation and enforcement, the design intention may be overlooked or not be properly executed in the field.

Finally, note #9 indicates that drainage must be provided under the slab, but the drainage design is not defined or indicated on the detail other than to say that water is to be drained “to the perimeter of the slab”. This may actually cause water to be concentrated at the edges of the slab where differential frost heave would be promoted. It also does not clarify where the drainage system is to be placed (e.g., at the bottom of the gravel layer) and that drainage water should be discharged to daylight well away from the perimeter of the slab foundation. The building code is referenced for detailed requirements, but building code foundation drainage requirements generally are not intended to address this application (e.g., drainage of fills and subgrades to prevent frost heave). The design should show a drainage plan for cases where the sub-grade is not well-drained (e.g. water table not below the frost depth or a soil layer at depth with a low infiltration rate).

Other Considerations
Skirting — Other considerations include installation of skirting. Where founded at a shallow depth, significant frost-heave may raise the skirting by as much as several inches, causing the building to be jacked and distorted since frost heave rarely occurs uniformly. Thus, provisions for skirting frost protection must also be considered (e.g., drainage and depth of non-frost-susceptible fill, use of a footing to frost depth as common to permanent wood foundations, or use of insulation to protect the ground against freezing). Some designs have used insulation for this purpose, but have not placed it in accordance with the ASCE 32 standard — leaving significant thermal bridges that may negate or diminish the function of the insulation. For example, see Figure 3.38 and others in the “Guide to Foundation and Support Systems for Manufactured Homes” prepared by SBRA for HUD. In addition, for an FPSF design using a raised foundation (i.e., crawlspace) the enclosed area must be unvented (at least during winter months) and insulated around the perimeter (skirting) to prevent the potential for increased frost depth in the shaded ground underlying a raised foundation (PHRC, 2014).

Proprietary Foundations — Various proprietary foundation systems are commonly used to support and anchor manufactured housing units. These systems in general rely on the same means for frost protection as conventional foundations or piers. Thus, the findings and recommendations of this report apply equally to proprietary types of foundation supports that may use shallow footings or footing pads. Frost-heave does not distinguish between foundation types. If any shallow, uninsulated footing is on frost-susceptible soil with an adequate source of moisture from the surface or ground moisture from below (even if the surface appears dry) and experiences freezing temperatures within the ground, it will experience frost heave and/or thaw-weakening.

Local Regulations — One state’s installation standards were provided for review in relation to the topic of this report. In New Hampshire’s installation standards for manufactured housing (Chapter 600, Section 603.08), the following requirements are stated in regard to footings:

(b) Every pier shall be supported by a footing of the following type:
   (1) A pad which shall be a monolithic concrete slab...and complies with the following:
       a. Fill shall extend a minimum of 3 inches up the side of the slab;
       b. Top soil and all organic soils shall be removed under the slab area;
       c. A minimum of 12 to 14 inches of sand or gravel compacted; and
       d. Shall be at minimum as set forth in Figure 600-3; or
   (2) Below frost footing, which shall be designed by a New Hampshire licensed professional engineer.

The above-mentioned “Figure 600-3” below is a detail of a FFF foundation slab similar to the “floating slab” design evaluated in Example #3 (and also similar to examples #2 and #4). There is no provision to ensure that the sub-grade is well drained or that non-frost-susceptible soils or fill are used to the frost depth. Also, it is extremely odd that the above provision allows the FFF approach (Item (1)) to be used with no engineering or site verification, yet a conventional footing design to frost depth (Item (2)) is required to be designed by a New Hampshire licensed professional engineer. The regulation appears to

---

2 It should be noted that this guide, while containing much practical information, also contains many cases of incomplete information or questionable advice that can lead to poor practices for frost protection. HUD should consider withdrawing this document until such a time that the deficiencies can be remedied. The copy reviewed was noted as a Draft dated March 27, 2002.
be significantly misguided in regard to which foundation approach should require an engineering design and site investigation. Other state installation rules should be investigated for similar technical irregularities and corrected as needed to bring them into conformity with the HUD code (24 CFR Part 3285.312(b)).

CONCLUSIONS

The following conclusions summarize the key findings of this report:

1. Several problems with execution of the FFF design approach were identified in reviewed installation details. These problems include:
   a. Lack of enforceable or consistently actionable criteria related to important design factors governing the applicability of the FFF design and installation method for a particular site or development.
   b. Commonly confused assignments of roles and responsibilities for determining site conditions and suitability of a FFF design for a given site. In particular, matters of design in determining the suitability of a site are often deferred to local authorities which are not charged with a responsibility to practice design. Their role should be limited to enforcement and verification of evidence demonstrating conformance.
   c. Installation details for FFF designs often lack criteria for measuring the frost-susceptibility of soils or fill materials which is a critical aspect of the design and an important source of data for verification by local authorities.
   d. Requirements for determining soil moisture criteria and/or minimum water table depth are often vague and unenforceable.
   e. Similarly, means of measuring and confirming a “well-drained” soil condition generally are not defined or adequately specified. Suitable sub-drainage strategies for conditions that are not well-drained are generally not specified such that installers and inspectors can perform their duties consistently and in accordance with the design intent.

2. Because of the above problems, most of the reviewed FFF designs should not be considered compliant with the ASCE 32 standard or provisions in the HUD Code related to frost-protection of manufactured home foundations, including conventional and proprietary foundation systems that are placed at shallow depth (above the frost line) using the FFF concept.

3. It appears that at least some state installation rules also may be contributing to or propagating the above problems with FFF designs. The one example reviewed in this study was for New Hampshire. Therefore, state and local installation rules should be reviewed and corrected as necessary to ensure conformity with the ASCE 32 standard and the HUD code (24 CFR Part 3285.312(b)).

4. In at least one reviewed case (Example #1), a reasonably compliant implementation of an FFF design was achieved with only the exception of proper definition and assignment of roles and responsibilities in the assessment of site conditions (see 1.b. above). This demonstrates that the FFF design approach (and similarly FPSF designs) are capable of being executed properly, despite several examples where they are not. Consistency and conformance can be improved with supplemental guidelines for development and execution of FFF and FPSF foundation designs.
including minimum design requirements, installation practices, and enforcement procedures. Recommendations toward this end are provided in the next section of this report.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR DESIGN AND INSTALLATION

Refer to the section titled “CONFORMANCE OPTIONS FOR NEW DESIGNS AND FUTURE INSTALLATION PRACTICES” on page 7 of the main body of the report.
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**APPENDIX B – GLOSSARY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DAPIA</td>
<td>Design Approval Primary Inspection Agency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPIA</td>
<td>Inspection Primary Inspection Agency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAHJ</td>
<td>Local Authority Having Jurisdiction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fill</td>
<td>Material that is used to level a building site</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-frost susceptible soil/ fill</td>
<td>Existing soils that are not subject to the effects of frost; they can be identified as granular soils or fill material with less than 6% of mass passing a #200 (0.074 mm) mesh sieve in accordance with ASTM D442 tests</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frost susceptible soil</td>
<td>Silty soils that can retain water; these soils or fill contain more than 6% by mass of their material as passed through a #200 (0.074 mm) mesh sieve in accordance with ASTM D442 tests</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frost-susceptible climate</td>
<td>A climate which is susceptible to seasonal ground freezing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frost Protected Shallow Foundations</td>
<td>A construction method that uses below-ground insulation and drainage to raise the frost line of soil to a level that allows relatively short and shallow foundations via preventing the soil beneath the home from freezing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frost Heave</td>
<td>The raising of ground height due to ice crystallization action within the soil or other material beneath the home</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design Frost Depth</td>
<td>A depth into ground that frost is expected to reach under a given severity of winter freezing conditions and other factors as determined by local authorities or the Air Freezing Index</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frost Free Foundations (FFF)</td>
<td>1. A foundation that relies exclusively on the presence of non-frost-susceptible subgrade materials such as soil or fill on a well-drained site.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. The name of a foundation system designed by Paul</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Hayman

**Monolithic slab**  A foundation system constructed as one single concrete pour that consists of a concrete slab with thickened portions of the slab under load bearing walls and all perimeter edges that take the place of footers

**Well-drained soil**  Soil (or other applicable material) which allows water to percolate through it reasonably quickly and not pool

**Water Table**  Depths at which groundwater collects and pools under ground

**Drainage**  The natural or artificial removal of surface and sub-surface water from an area

**Surface drainage**  Drainage performed exclusively on the ground surface by shaping the grade to shed water

**Subsurface drainage**  Drainage performed beneath the surface of the ground to remove water
APPENDIX C - CONFORMING DESIGNS AND PRACTICES FOR INSTALLING MANUFACTURED HOMES IN LOCATIONS SUBJECT TO FREEZING TEMPERATURES
APPENDIX C - CONFORMING DESIGNS AND PRACTICES FOR INSTALLING MANUFACTURED HOMES IN LOCATIONS SUBJECT TO FREEZING TEMPERATURES

Appendix C includes examples of foundation systems that can be used to set manufactured homes in locations that are subject to freezing temperatures. When designing a foundation system and analyzing its potential use, significant consideration should be given to longevity, cost and access. The main objective should be to provide a foundation system that will last the life of the home while also being as cost effective as possible.

Options for sites that have Non-Frost Susceptible Soil

In locations with non-frost susceptible soil, one (1) of the three (3) below options can be used for installing the foundation.

1. Place pier footings per the Manufacturers Installation Manual with pads and in accordance with 24 CFR part 3285.312.
2. Pour runners with a minimum thickness of 6 inches in accordance with 24 CFR part 3285.312.
3. Pour slabs with a minimum of 6 inches of concrete.

Options for sites where soil is untested or known as Frost Susceptible

In areas with frost susceptible soil, or the soil type is unknown, the below process can be used to create a non-frost susceptible pad. These steps are required prior to beginning the foundation installation.

1. Cut the area of house pad to the frost depth as determined by the Local Authority Having Jurisdiction (LAHJ) or that of the Air Freezing Index (AFI). (see Cut and Fill to Make Pad details)
2. At the base level, install a drainage pipe to day light or install a mechanical means of de-watering below the frost depth. (see Cut and Fill to Make Pad details)
3. Fill cut area with non-frost susceptible free draining fill in 6 inch lifts. Compact each lift to a minimum of 90% of its relative density. Fill material must have at least a 1500 PSF bearing capacity.
4. Ensure the water table is at least two (2) feet below the frost depth at the site.

This process should be used to create a non-frost susceptible pad for a cut and fill process or filling low areas. Cut and fill is applicable when frost susceptible soil is replaced with non-frost susceptible fill on a flat site. Filling low areas or hilly areas to make a uniformly flat site may also be done with this method. In both cases organic material must be removed before fill is placed and/or added at the installation site.

Below are examples of the above described methods for creating non-frost susceptible pads prior to setting the home.
CUT AND FILL TO MAKE PAD
The below steps and design can be used to install a monolithic slab with no insulation.

1. Remove all organic material from the pad site.
2. Place 4 inches of stone with 2 drain pipes to day light or provide a mechanical drain.
3. Form and pour the slab with tied #4 rebar as in diagram.
4. For best results the slab should have at least 1 inch center crown for drainage.
5. Grade around the perimeter of the slab so that there is at least ½ inch of fall for the first 10 feet. In areas that are too tight to achieve this, swales and surface drains can be used.

*Remainder of page intentionally left blank*
MONOLITHIC SLAB ALL SOIL - DOUBLE
Examples of designs that are currently used in frost susceptible climates that utilize insulation to make a frost protected foundation systems.

Clayton Homes provided permission to include its plans SU-ADD 107.2, SU-ADD 107.3, and SU-ADD 107.4 to SU-ADD 107.6 in this Appendix. These systems have been approved for use in the state of New York, are designed by an engineer/architect and are approved by the Manufacturer and its DAPIA pursuant to 24 CFR Part 3285.2. The plans use AFI to determine the local frost depth requirements. This allows one plan to cover the entire state by referencing the localities' AFI, allowing for proper adjustments to current home designs. Future use of AFI will guarantee a plan to be applicable to the entire United States and thus increase usability. Several companies are currently working on similar plans and intend to have their products available on a national level. It is estimated that these plans will be available by the first quarter of 2017.

Remainder of page intentionally left blank
New York Frost Protected Foundation Design (SU-ADD 107.2)

This plan shows how to use insulation under the slab to create a frost protected foundation system.
This plan shows how to use insulated skirting to provide a frost protected foundation system.
New York Slab Design – Insulated Skirting (SU-ADD 107.4 to SU-ADD 107.6)

CLAYTON HOMES
ADDENDUM TO HUD INSTALLATION MANUAL

NEW YORK STATE SLAB-ON-GROUND REQUIREMENTS USING INSULATED SKIRTING OPTION

TIE-DOWN SPACING AND INSTALLATION PER FRAME TIE-DOWN SECTION

TIE-DOWN SPACING AND INSTALLATION PER FRAME TIE-DOWN SECTION

TIE-DOWN INTO SLAB AND-INSULATION INSTALLATION PER MANUFACTURER INSTRUCTIONS

SINGLE WIDE HOME

Typical Insulation Perimeter to Detail Below and Notes

Min. 6in Polymer Vapor Barrier Beneath Concrete Slab

In Slope Away from Center of Home

Min. 6in Poly Vapor Barrier Beneath Concrete Slab

Gravel E Minimum Depth Beneath Slab at Any Point

Min. 6in Poly Vapor Barrier Beneath Concrete Slab

Min. 6in Poly Vapor Barrier Beneath Concrete Slab

Min. 6in Poly Vapor Barrier Beneath Concrete Slab

Min. 6in Poly Vapor Barrier Beneath Concrete Slab

Min. 6in Poly Vapor Barrier Beneath Concrete Slab

Min. 6in Poly Vapor Barrier Beneath Concrete Slab

Min. 6in Poly Vapor Barrier Beneath Concrete Slab

Min. 6in Poly Vapor Barrier Beneath Concrete Slab

Min. 6in Poly Vapor Barrier Beneath Concrete Slab

Min. 6in Poly Vapor Barrier Beneath Concrete Slab

Min. 6in Poly Vapor Barrier Beneath Concrete Slab

Min. 6in Poly Vapor Barrier Beneath Concrete Slab

Horizontal Insulation Per Page 3 Table R403.3

Vertical Insulation Per Page 3 Table R403.3

NOTES:

1. Site only on well-drained soil with average moisture content less than 50% to frost depth. Soil conditions as indicated are adequate for slab installed above frost line.

2. The thickness of the slab is set at 8" per an assumed 3200 psi for soil bearing capacity. For 1500 psi for soil bearing capacity, use 4" thick concrete slab.

3. All insulation shall be extruded polystyrene Type V VI or VII per ASTM C117.

4. Insulation for slab is not required if placed on a layer of well-drained, undisturbed ground on fill that is not susceptible to frost. Classification of frost susceptibility of soil shall be determined by a soils or geotechnical engineer unless otherwise approved. The determination of frost susceptibility by the engineer shall include data that describes the soil conditions to a minimum depth that includes the frost depth.

5. Refer to page 3 for Table R403.3 specifying required insulation thickness and values to Table R403.3 for air freezing index values per sedimentation location.

6. Refer to installation instructions for anchor tie down requirements and spacing. Refer to manufacturer installation instructions for all other requirements.

NEW YORK slab Design - Insulated Skirting

SU-ADD 107.4
### TABLE I

**MINIMUM INSULATION REQUIREMENTS FOR FROST-PROTECTED FOOTINGS IN RELATED BUILDINGS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AIR FREEzing INDEX (°F-Degs.)</th>
<th>VERTICAL INSULATION (Inches)</th>
<th>HORIZONTAL INSULATION (Inches)</th>
<th>HORIZONTAL INSULATION (Inches)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4 ft.</td>
<td>6 ft.</td>
<td>8 ft.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,500 or less</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>Not required</td>
<td>Not required</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,600</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>Not required</td>
<td>Not required</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,500</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>4.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,000</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>6.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3,000</td>
<td>9.8</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>11.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4,000</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>13.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:**
- Insulation requirements set for protection against frost damage in heated buildings. Greater values may be required to meet energy conservation standards. Interpolation between values is permissible.
- See Table I for Air Freezing Index values.
- Insulation required shall provide the stored minimum R-value under long-term exposure to moist, above-freeze conditions in freezing climates. The following R-values shall be used to determine insulation thickness required for the application: Type II expanded polystyrene-3.0 R per inch; Type IV expanded polystyrene-4.5 R per inch; Type VI expanded polystyrene-4.2 R per inch.
- Vertical insulation shall be expanded polystyrene insulation or expanded polyethylene insulation.
- Horizontal insulation shall be expanded polystyrene insulation or expanded polyethylene insulation.

### TABLE II

**AIR FREEzing INDEX (BASE 62°F FREEZING) RETURN PERIOD OF 100 YEAR (99% PROBABILITY)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Station Name</th>
<th>Station Number</th>
<th>Air Freezing Index</th>
<th>Station Name</th>
<th>Station Number</th>
<th>Air Freezing Index</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ALBANY, WSD</td>
<td>301045</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>LIBERTY</td>
<td>301791</td>
<td>4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALCOVE DAM</td>
<td>301063</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>LITTLE FALLS CITY RES</td>
<td>302237</td>
<td>4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALFRED</td>
<td>302013</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>LITTLE VALLEY</td>
<td>304038</td>
<td>4.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALLEGANY STATE PARK</td>
<td>302093</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>LOCKPORT 2 NS</td>
<td>304144</td>
<td>4.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANGELICA</td>
<td>301123</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>LOWVILLE</td>
<td>304237</td>
<td>4.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAINBRIDGE</td>
<td>301933</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>MILLENNIAL</td>
<td>305354</td>
<td>4.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAYVIA</td>
<td>302043</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>MOBILE</td>
<td>302377</td>
<td>4.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BOONVILLE 2 SW</td>
<td>303083</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>MOHONKE LAKES</td>
<td>305426</td>
<td>4.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRIDGEHAMPTON</td>
<td>304089</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>MOUNT MORRIS 2 W</td>
<td>305577</td>
<td>4.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BROOKPORT 2 SW</td>
<td>303097</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>NEW YORK CNTRL PK WSO</td>
<td>305801</td>
<td>4.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CANADAGUA 3'S</td>
<td>301153</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>NY WESTERLEY STAT 18</td>
<td>305821</td>
<td>4.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CANTON 4 SE</td>
<td>301185</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>NORWICH 1 NS</td>
<td>306065</td>
<td>4.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAMEL 1 SW</td>
<td>301207</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>ODEENSBURG 3 NS</td>
<td>306165</td>
<td>4.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHAS X Falls</td>
<td>301387</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>OWEGO EAST</td>
<td>306316</td>
<td>4.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHASY</td>
<td>301410</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>FAYETT HUR 2 N</td>
<td>306661</td>
<td>4.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COOPERSTOWN</td>
<td>301732</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>PENN YAN 2 SW</td>
<td>306510</td>
<td>4.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COTTI LAND</td>
<td>301799</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>PERU 2 SW</td>
<td>306836</td>
<td>4.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DANSONMORA</td>
<td>301965</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>PORT JERVIS</td>
<td>306574</td>
<td>4.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DANSVILLE</td>
<td>301971</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>POUCH BEACH FFA AP</td>
<td>306520</td>
<td>4.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOBBS FERRY</td>
<td>302129</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>RIVERHEAD RESEARCH</td>
<td>307134</td>
<td>4.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELIZABETHTOWN</td>
<td>302554</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>ROCHESTER WSO</td>
<td>307167</td>
<td>4.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ELMIRA</td>
<td>302609</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>RUSHCROFT</td>
<td>306405</td>
<td>4.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRANKLINVILLE</td>
<td>303023</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>SCARBOROUGH</td>
<td>307467</td>
<td>4.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRIDONIA</td>
<td>303053</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>SARATOGA</td>
<td>307653</td>
<td>4.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRAY'S HUST HUNT</td>
<td>303184</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>SARATOGA</td>
<td>307692</td>
<td>4.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GLENRIAM</td>
<td>303239</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>SPENCER 3 W</td>
<td>306808</td>
<td>4.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GLENS FALLS Px AP</td>
<td>303294</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>STILLWATER RESERV</td>
<td>308248</td>
<td>4.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GLOVERSVLLE</td>
<td>302019</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>SYRACUSE WSO</td>
<td>308383</td>
<td>4.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOVERNIER</td>
<td>303046</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>TUPPER LAKE SUNMOUNT</td>
<td>308631</td>
<td>4.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRAFTON</td>
<td>303069</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>UTICA FFA AP</td>
<td>308737</td>
<td>4.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEMPLOCK</td>
<td>303773</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>WANAKEENA RANGER SCHOOL</td>
<td>309244</td>
<td>4.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INDIAN LAKE 2 SW</td>
<td>304002</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>WAYFORTOWN</td>
<td>305500</td>
<td>4.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITACA CORNWELL UNIV.</td>
<td>304134</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>WESTFIELD 3 SW</td>
<td>309189</td>
<td>4.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LARG FISH CLUB</td>
<td>304555</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>WEST POINT</td>
<td>306992</td>
<td>4.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAWRENCIOVILLE</td>
<td>304647</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>WITHEBALL</td>
<td>308389</td>
<td>4.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**NOTES:**
- Air Freezing Index for a particular location is determined by the lowest 99% probability temperature for the site.
- The values are for use in the design of frost-protected footings.
- Interpolation between values is permissible.
APPENDIX E:
OCTOBER 20, 2016 LETTER TO HUD
By Mark Weiss, MHARR
VIA FEDERAL EXPRESS

Ms. Pamela Danner
Administrator
Office of Manufactured Housing Programs
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development
Room 9166
451 Seventh Street, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20410

Re: Manufactured Home Foundations in Freezing Climates

Dear Ms. Danner:

On April 14, 2016, the Manufactured Housing Association for Regulatory Reform (MHARR) wrote to you, to assert, among other things, its “strenuous objections” to a unilateral April 11, 2016 HUD “Interim Guidance” memorandum on the use of “Frost-Free Foundations or Frost-Protected Shallow Foundations” for manufactured homes. (See, copy attached).

MHARR, in that communication, stressed that this “Interim Guidance” violated controlling federal law in four separate respects:

1. The “Interim Guidance” constituted an “interpretation” of 24 C.F.R. 3285.312 subject to mandatory review by the Manufactured Housing Consensus Committee (MHCC) prior to publication pursuant to 42 U.S.C. 5403(b)(6);
2. The “Interim Guidance” violated 42 U.S.C. 5403(a)(4) (and 24 C.F.R. 3285.1(c)) by unilaterally amending 24 C.F.R. 3285.312 -- effectively removing the disjunctive “or” in sections 3285.312(b)(2)(i) and 3285(b)(3)(i) -- thereby, in practical application, requiring compliance with the prescriptive elements of SEI/ASCE 32-01 in each such instance;
3. The “Interim Guidance” failed to provide any evidence that HUD determined or considered either the objective necessity of such a change based upon applicable statutory criteria, or the cost impact of this change as mandated by 42 U.S.C. 5403(e); and
4. The “Interim Guidance” violated the primacy of state authority pursuant to 42 U.S.C. 5404 with respect to the content and interpretation of installation
standards adopted under state law and enforced by state (and/or local) officials under authority of state law, in states with complying manufactured home installation programs.

Based on these violations, MHARR stated, in its communication to HUD, that the April 11, 2016 “Interim Guidance,” which was not prompted by an “emergency” as defined by the Manufactured Housing Improvement Act of 2000, “must ... be submitted to the MHCC for review and input prior to its implementation.”

Now, according to the “Tentative Agenda” for the impending meeting of the MHCC on October 25-27, 2016, as published in the Federal Register (see, 81 Federal Register No. 187 at pp. 66288-66289) HUD has scheduled this matter -- involving the construction and enforcement of 24 C.F.R. 3285.312(b) -- for review by the MHCC. Although this action potentially addresses MHARR’s first objection, as set forth in its communication of April 14, 2016 and restated above, the “recommended guidelines” for manufactured home “foundation systems in freezing climates” that HUD apparently plans to present to the MHCC -- set forth in a report developed by the HUD program’s installation contractor, SEBA Professional Services, L.L.C. (SEBA)¹ – do not resolve and, indeed, compound and exacerbate the violations of controlling law set forth in numbered paragraphs 2-4, above. MHARR, accordingly, renews and reasserts its vigorous objections to such substantive revisions (and related inadequate procedures) that would fundamentally alter the character, nature and scope of installation regulation in both approved and default states, and the responsibilities of regulated stakeholders and public officials.

As a threshold matter, it is unclear from the language of the published MHCC Tentative Agenda and from the SEBA Report whether HUD plans to present the contents of the SEBA report (which goes far beyond HUD’s April 11, 2016 “Interim Guidance”) as a mandatory “interpretation” of 24 C.F.R. 3285.312(b), or as incorporating non-mandatory, permissive, recommended “guidelines.” The Tentative Agenda, for example, refers both to “recommended guidelines on foundation system requirements in freezing climates” (emphasis added) and “recommended guidelines for foundation systems in freezing climates.” Similarly, the SEBA Report itself simultaneously refers to its content which varies from and exceeds the express provisions of section 3285.312(b) – as “guidance” and “recommendations” on the one hand, and as mandatory “requirements ... that must be met,” in some instances on the same page.² In either case, though, given the program’s established track record of transitioning so-called voluntary guidelines or “voluntary cooperation” into mandatory requirements subject to prescriptive enforcement and both civil and criminal penalties under applicable federal law,³ MHARR believes and, therefore,

¹ That SEBA Report, in turn, appears to be substantially – if not exclusively – based on a written report prepared by Mr. Jay H. Crandell, P.E. of ARES Consulting, Inc. (ARES). The SEBA report fails to indicate whether this report was produced pursuant to a paid subcontract with SEBA, a direct contract with HUD, or on some other compensated basis. Nor does the SEBA Report contain any type of transparency disclosure regarding either Mr. Crandell or ARES that would indicate their respective clients or other pecuniary interests that could create a potential conflict of interest.
² See e.g., SEBA Report at p. 2, “Executive Summary.” See also, for example, SEBA Report: at p. 5 (“recommendations for manufacturers;” “a site-specific soil test is required”); p. 6 (“recommendations for design professional and DAPIAs;” “FFF installations that rely exclusively on surface drainage ... are not acceptable. ... designs of this type should be removed for use ... and DAPIA approval withdrawn.”);
³ E.g., HUD’s program of expanded in-plant regulation, initially presented and characterized as “voluntary” and “cooperative,” only to be later re-defined by HUD as “not voluntary.” See e.g., Memorandum from William W.
assumes that the prescriptive assertions set forth in the SEBA Report are -- or will be -- regulatory mandates subject to enforcement by HUD and/or its contractors. Consequently, all procedures required by law -- including those set forth in 42 U.S.C. 5403 (MHCC review, MHCC consensus recommendations to the HUD Secretary, approval, rejection or modification by the HUD Secretary, followed by notice and comment rulemaking), the Administrative Procedure Act (APA), 5 U.S.C. 553 (notice and comment rulemaking) and 24 C.F.R. 3285.1(c) ("consultation" with the MHCC, MHCC review, MHCC consensus recommendations to the HUD Secretary, approval, rejection or modification by the HUD Secretary, followed by notice and comment rulemaking) -- apply and must be followed.

Beyond this threshold issue, a review of the SEBA Report demonstrates that -- if adopted -- it would materially and significantly alter 24 C.F.R. 3285.312(b)(2) and (b)(3) in ways that extend well beyond a mere "interpretation" of that standard for purposes of enforcement. Specifically, the construction of those sections set forth in the report -- based on the assertions and apparent conclusions of just one individual\(^4\) -- would effectively eliminate the disjunctive "or" in sections 3285.312(b)(2)(i) and 3285.312(b)(3)(i) which currently, and since the time of final adoption of Part 3285, nine years ago, in October 2007, has allowed HUD Code manufacturers to elect between monolithic slab systems and insulated foundations in "freezing climates"\(^5\) designed by a registered professional engineer or registered architect in accordance with either "acceptable engineering practice to prevent the effects of frost heave," or Structural Engineering Institute/American Society of Civil Engineers (SEI/ASCE) standard 32-01 (Design and Construction of Frost-Protected Shallow Foundations). The SEBA Report accomplishes this by creating an apparently mandatory functional equivalence between "acceptable engineering practice" and the prescriptive requirements of SEI/ASCE 32-01 that effectively eliminates any discretion or professional judgment on the part of the "registered professional engineer or registered architect" referenced in sections 3285.312(b)(2) and (3).

---

\(^4\) Le., Mr. Crandell and/or ARES as a corporate entity. MHARR does not discount, however, the potential yet undisclosed involvement of other individuals and/or entities with specific pecuniary interests in the development, revision, or completion of the SEBA Report. MHARR, accordingly, seeks full disclosure and full transparency from HUD -- at or before the time that the SEBA Report is presented to the MHCC -- regarding all individuals and/or entities that participated in the development, revision or completion of that report, including the nature and scope of their participation as well as any and all amounts paid to those individuals and/or entities.

\(^5\) MHARR notes, in addition, that the SEBA Report would change the predicate condition for the applicability of 24 C.F.R. 3285.312(b)(1), (2) and (3). Specifically, section 3285.312(b) currently prefaces subsections (1), (2) and (3) with the predicate that they apply in "freezing climates." The SEBA Report, however, states that its proscriptions apply to "new manufactured homes in frost-susceptible climates" (see, SEBA Report at p. 2), which would appear to set a lower threshold predicate than the current language, thereby expanding the area geographical subject to such dictates and expanding the number of states subject to attempted HUD interference with approved state installation programs.
Thus, for example, the SEBA Report states that "an approved installation design" must comply "with [the] SEI/ASCE 32 standard," or comply "with accepted engineering practice to prevent the effects of frost heave in a manner equivalent to the SEI/ASCE 32 standard." (Emphasis added). The underlined language, however, significantly changes the existing regulation. First, the shift from "acceptable" engineering practice, as stated in the existing regulation, to "accepted engineering practice," while subtle, acts to preclude any design or design related activity that is not already "accepted" – i.e., compliant with SEI/ASCE 32-01 – whereas the term "acceptable" engineering practice clearly allows for innovation and technical advancement based on the professional judgment and knowledge (particularly including knowledge of climate and soil conditions in the area of the home site) of individual registered (i.e., state-licensed) professional engineers or architects. Second, the "in a manner equivalent to the SEI/ASCE 32 standard" language is not present at all in either 3285.312(b)(2)(i) or (b)(3)(i), and, again, effectively nullifies the professional judgment of licensed engineering and architectural professionals, while binding them, effectively, to the prescriptive terms of SEI/ASCE 32-01, as well as the judgments and determinations underlying that standard. Such a profound and elemental change to an existing standard does not constitute an "interpretation" of the standard, but rather a substantive amendment that can, should and must comply with the procedural requirements and safeguards of all applicable law, as noted above. Therefore, MHCC consideration of the SEBA Report may be a prelude to the development of a proposed rule concerning appropriate consensus modifications to section 3285.312(b), but is not a substitute for all required procedures under the 2000 reform law and other applicable statutes and regulations.

Consequently, the provisions of the SEBA Report, if mandatory and subject to enforcement in any respect against any regulated party under Part 3285, must be presented to the MHCC as a proposed rule, with clear and specific terms that are expressly stated and not subject to the type of fundamental ambiguity that is inherent in the SEBA Report. Any such proposed rule, moreover, must comply with the requirements of section 604 of the 2000 reform law, 42 U.S.C. 5403(e).

That section, in relevant part, requires that the "consensus committee, in recommending standards, regulations and interpretations ... shall – (3) consider whether any proposed standard is reasonable for ... the geographic region for which it is prescribed; [and] (4) consider the probable effect of such standard on the cost of the manufactured home to the public." The SEBA Report, however, fails to provide any information relevant to an analysis of these two fundamental issues.

First, the SEBA Report fails to provide any evidence showing the alleged insufficiency of the current standard or current practice under that standard and whether its unilateral changes are "reasonable" for any given region. Nine years after the promulgation of the final installation standards rule, the SEBA Report fails to cite any evidence of either systemic failures resulting from the 3285.312(b) standards as originally stated and enforced, or an objective justification of any sort, showing the need for such material and significant alterations.\(^8\)

---

6 See, e.g., SEBA Report at p. 12.
7 The express applicability of section 604(e) is not limited to a circumscribed type or class of manufactured housing "standards" or "regulations" and, therefore, on its face, extends to revisions to the installation standards as described in 24 C.F.R. 3285.1(c).
8 Nor does the Crandell/ARES appendix to the SEBA Report provide any such evidence.
Second, the SEBA Report fails to provide any evidence showing the cost of any such change, which would be substantial given the Report’s apparent mandate for, among other things, a site-specific soil test “to determine frost susceptibility” in each instance, site-specific groundwater tests, and other related preparatory work and determinations.

Accordingly, the SEBA Report fails to comply with the most fundamental requirements of the 2000 reform law for the modification of existing federal manufactured housing standards, and, therefore, cannot – and does not – provide a legitimate basis for any such change or the proper consideration and analysis of such changes by the MHCC. There is thus no legitimate statutory basis for MHCC recommendations or other action(s) premised on the SEBA Report.

Even more significantly, though, the “recommendations” and “guidance” of the SEBA Report appear to be a unilateral power-grab by HUD to supplant the primacy of state authority over installation in states with approved installation programs. In stating “recommendations” for “Local Regulatory Officials and Inspectors,” the SEBA Report - like HUD’s April 11, 2016 “Interim Guidance” – does not distinguish between officials in HUD-approved and default states, and appears to impose affirmative mandates (either de jure or de facto) on state and/or local officials acting on the basis of approved state-law installation standards under color of state law. As MHARR stated in its April 14, 2016 communication to HUD, however, “while the Part 3285 standards, pursuant to 42 U.S.C. 5404, are model standards that provide a baseline for state standards to provide ‘protection that equals or exceeds’ the model federal provisions, the law provides no mechanism or basis for the imposition of unilateral HUD interpretations of the model federal standards on state officials enforcing state standards under color and authority of state law.” Nor does that statute provide any mechanism or basis for HUD to impose a specific federal standard, modification of a specific federal standard, or interpretation of a specific federal standard on a state program that, in the aggregate, has been approved as providing a degree of protection that equals or exceeds the model federal program. Put differently, the applicability, interpretation and enforcement of state manufactured housing installation standards, following their adoption and approval by HUD, are a matter within the sole authority and discretion of state officials and not subject to unilateral dictates by HUD or by HUD contractors.

For all of these reasons, while MHARR supports HUD’s engagement of the MHCC in this matter, as set forth in its April 14, 2016 communication, the SEBA Report does not provide a proper, sufficient or adequate basis for any MHCC recommendations concerning this matter, and may not be the basis for the imposition of any mandatory requirements on any party regulated under Part 3285, any approved state installation program and/or state or local regulatory officials acting under such a program.

Very truly yours,

Mark Weiss
President and CEO

9 See, SEBA Report at p. 7, “Recommendations for Local Regulatory Officials and Inspectors.”
cc: Hon. Julian Castro
    Hon. Helen Kanovsky
    Mr. Edward Golding
    Manufactured Housing Consensus Committee Members
    MHARR Legal Counsel
VIA FEDERAL EXPRESS

Ms. Pamela Danner
Administrator
Office of Manufactured Housing Programs
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development
Room 9166
451 7th Street, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20410

Re: HUD Manufactured Housing Installation Directives

Dear Ms. Danner:

We are writing to state our strenuous objections to the latest in a series of unilateral actions by the HUD Office of Manufactured Housing Programs and you, as program Administrator, that will needlessly increase regulatory compliance costs for smaller industry businesses and consumers through “make-work” activity for program contractors, while violating specific mandates of the Manufactured Housing Improvement Act of 2000. We will address these two unilateral actions, regarding installation regulation and enforcement, seriatim.

APRIL 11, 2016 “INTERIM GUIDANCE” MEMORANDUM

The 2000 law, as you know, was designed, among other things, to provide the states with primary regulatory authority over manufactured home installation (supplemented by HUD authority in “default” states) and to require Manufactured Housing Consensus Committee (MHCC) pre-consideration and review of any “statement of policies practices, or procedures relating to … enforcement activities that … implement[s], interpret[s], or prescribe[s] law or policy…” (See, 42 U.S.C. 5403(b)(6)). The same section of the law states that “any change adopted in violation” of this procedural requirement (absent an “emergency” declared in writing by the Secretary), “is void.”

On April 11, 2016, a memorandum entitled “Interim Guidance on use of Frost-Free Foundations or Frost Protected Shallow Foundations” was issued under your signature and ostensible authority. That memorandum purports to set forth “recommendations regarding the safe
installation of [manufactured home] foundations in freezing climates." Referencing section 24 C.F.R. 3285.312(b) of the Model Manufactured Home Installation Standards, the HUD memorandum "recommends," among other things, that installers, "for Frost Free Foundations, have a site investigation performed by a soils engineer or geotechnical engineer to verify if the soil condition at each home site is of a non-frost susceptible classification and is well drained." In lieu of such an investigation at each home site, the HUD "Interim Guidance" provides that "crushed stone or course (sic) or dense sand may be provided to the frost line depth."

As an initial matter, the dismal track record of the manufactured housing program — with specific examples over the course of decades — shows that HUD "guidance" and "recommendations," and invocations of "voluntary cooperation," have a history of evolving into mandatory, enforced dictates, while circumventing the procedural protections and guarantees provided to regulated parties under applicable law.

That said, the April 11, 2016 HUD "guidance," issued unilaterally, violates the law in at least four respects. First, the "guidance" represents, at a minimum, an "interpretation" of 24 C.F.R. 3285.312 that should have been brought to and reviewed by the MHCC for consensus input to HUD prior to issuance pursuant to 42 U.S.C. 5403(b)(6). Second, the "guidance" memorandum — to the extent that it is now, or in the future, may be construed as mandatory — unilaterally modifies 24 C.F.R. 3285.312 by effectively removing the "or" in section 3285.312(b)(2)(i) and requiring compliance with the prescriptive elements of the SEI/ASCE 32-01 standard in each instance instead of as an available option (and also by eliminating local jurisdiction soils approvals), in violation of 42 U.S.C. 5403(a)(4). Third, there is no indication or evidence that HUD has considered the cost impact of this change as affirmatively required by 42 U.S.C. 5403(e). Fourth, the memorandum violates the primacy of state authority with respect to the interpretation and construction of installation standards adopted pursuant to state law and enforced by state officials under authority conferred by state law in states with complying manufactured home installation programs as provided by the 2000 Act in 42 U.S.C. 5404. While the Part 3285 standards are model standards that provide a baseline for state standards to provide "protection that equals or exceeds" the model federal provisions, the Act provides no mechanism or basis for the imposition of unilateral HUD interpretations of the model federal standards on state officials enforcing state standards under color and authority of state law.

As with so many other actions taken during your tenure as program Administrator, this measure, in clear defiance of the procedural requirements and protections of the 2000 law, will unnecessarily and arbitrarily increase the cost of manufactured housing while needlessly undercutting the ability of the industry — and particularly its smaller businesses — to compete with other types of housing in a highly-competitive market.

This "guidance," accordingly, which was not prompted by an "emergency" and, as acknowledged in your own memorandum, is still under HUD review, should and must — under the 2000 reform law — be submitted to the MHCC for review and input prior to its implementation.
Similarly, in an April 8, 2016 communication, you unilaterally advise Primary Inspection Agencies that: (1) a HUD contractor, SEBA Professional Services (SEBA), “will be assisting the Department with the review of installation manuals for manufactured homes;” (2) that SEBA will use “a design review process based on the design review process used by HUD’s monitoring contractor;” (3) that “upon review of an installation manual, SEBA will transmit a finding report to the appropriate DAPIA that outlines the issue and requests action; (4) that “upon receipt of a SEBA finding(s) DAPIAs will have 15 business days to respond…; and (5) that “findings that are refuted or require comment will result in a dialogue with SEBA and HUD, as applicable, to find a resolution.” (Emphasis added).

As with the HUD April 11, 2016 “Interim Guidance” directive, this new, unilateral mandate will needlessly increase regulatory compliance costs for smaller industry businesses and consumers, and undermine the industry’s ability to compete with site-builders and other competitors, while it violates key reforms of the 2000 law and other applicable authority.

First, your letter provides no legal basis or authority for the “review” described therein, nor does your letter describe the nature, purpose, objective or extent of this “review,” effectively granting a private entity an open-ended, unrestricted and unaccountable writ to impose unilateral demands and costs on regulated parties, DAPIAs and, by extension, consumers. Thus, among other things, precisely what are the manuals being “reviewed” for, what are the qualification(s) of SEBA or specific SEBA personnel to conduct such a review, and under what authority is that “review” being conducted?

Second, your letter provides no factual or cost basis, or justification for such reviews which appear to be duplicative of DAPIA monitoring currently conducted by HUD’s monitoring contractor. Pursuant to sections 3282.452(e) and 3282(b)(10), DAPIA activities, including installation instruction approvals, are subject to monitoring “on a random basis” at levels of “at least 10 percent.” Given minimal complaint levels, as illustrated by documents disclosed by HUD in response to MHARR Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) requests and other related dispute resolution information, there is nothing to indicate that any such new, additional and/or duplicative reviews are cost-justified, as required by the 2000 reform law, or that HUD considered such costs in relation to this activity (see, 42 U.S.C. 5403(e)). Moreover, to the extent that such enforcement-related activity constitutes a change in program practices or procedures – by either supplanting, supplementing, or in any other way changing current monitoring activity relating to installation instruction approvals – the 2000 law is clear that any such change must be presented to and considered by the MHCC prior to implementation (see, 42 U.S.C. 5403(b)(6)).

Third, there is no basis or authority for SEBA (or any other HUD contractor) to make unilateral “findings” with respect to any regulated activity, including any aspect of installation instructions, their approval by a DAPIA, or their compliance with any relevant federal standard, or to otherwise exercise inherently governmental authority with respect to a “dialogue” concerning those “findings,” or their imposition in the absence of adequate “refutation” as determined by the said contractor. As relevant guidance from the Office of Management and Budget (OMB)
provides, the exercise of discretionary authority by a private contractor that is barred by the delegation doctrine, but "even where Federal officials retain ultimate authority to approve and review contractor actions, the contractor may nonetheless be performing an inherently governmental action if its role is extensive and the Federal officials' role is minimal." (Emphasis added).

Based on all of the foregoing, these documents involve HUD action that exceeds its authority under the Manufactured Housing Improvement Act of 2000 and otherwise violates provisions of that law and other applicable governing authority. Accordingly, those documents should be withdrawn and the issues addressed by those documents should be presented to — and considered by — the MHCC, as required by law.

Very truly yours,

[Signature]

Mark Weiss
President and CEO

cc: Mr. Edward Golding (HUD)
    Members, Manufactured Housing Consensus Committee
    HUD Code Industry Manufacturers